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Abstract
In this thesis, we explore the support required to build interactive narratives for
serious games. Serious games typically are built to support learning, training or per
suasion and have different requirements than other types of games, including shorter
durations of game-play and much smaller development budgets. In addition, there is
a need to support non-programmers in scripting serious games. We believe authoring
tools can provide this support. We examine the literature and techniques for interac
tive narrative scripting and propose the basis of a pattern language for support. We
employ techniques from human-computer interaction (HCI), borrowing from the ap
proach used in Heuristic Evaluation in the application of the Cognitive Dimensions of
Notations, to conduct a study to examine a successful commercial game development
tool that supports interactive narrative components. We employ other techniques
from HCI to conduct studies at a professional game development company. We use
the principles of Contextual Design when observing and analyzing the work of the
key contributors to the games. We perform both a Cognitive Walkthrough and us
ability study of the tools they use to integrate narrative content into their serious
games. And finally, we present a model of support for scripting interactive narratives
for serious games to guide further research.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In this thesis, we present our examination of software tools used for video game
creation, specifically those used for developing, or scripting, the narrative and story
aspects of video games. Scripting, in this context, deals with creating a varying, often
complex, narrative.
We believe, and it is one of the goals of the professional game company with
which we worked, that video game (in particular serious game) development should
be made accessible and usable to those with low development budgets and little-tono programming knowledge. Traditionally, varying narratives, or hyper-storylines,
have appeared in large, commercial games and are resource-intensive to build. The
professional game company we were working with challenged themselves to develop a
single game with an hour long game-play in under a month. A far reaching goal was
to provide support via tools to enable their customers to create game narrative and
content themselves.
The games developed by the company are called 'serious games'. Loosely defined,
a serious game is a video game or computer game that is designed primarily to support
learning, training or to persuade the user, and not for pure entertainment purposes
[93, 91]. Serious game development changes the playing field, with shorter game-play,
the addition of learning requirements, the use of varying narrative, and the need for
economical development and greater support from tools.
To support serious game development, game scripting tools must be made ac
cessible, with intuitive designs, workflows and presentation of information. In other
words, game scripting cannot exist solely in the domain of computer programming
and programming languages. We gather evidence that normal procedural program
ming is not ideal, and that a domain-specific language should be used. To that end,
we must understand the process and used tools for game scripting and what needs to
1
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change to achieve the above goal.
We take a human-computer interaction (HCI) focus and therefore utilize frame
works from HCI. Our contributions involve the application and results of employing
a variety of human-computer interaction methodologies to study the tools and nature
of game scripting, including:
• a survey of existing tools with insights used to create the basis of a pattern
language for game scripting and tool design
• an analysis of a successful commercial tool, using a blended form of two inspec
tion methods
• a contextual inquiry into the work of two key members of a professional game
development company
• the use of two usability inspection methods to examine an alpha-stage internal
tool developed by and for the programmers at the professional game company

The results of this thesis take the form of a model to represent the essential design
characteristics of narrative scripts and recommendations for the development of game
scripting tools and the details for the next steps in the research and validation.

1.1

Why Study Games?

In general, why study games? We propose three reasons:
1) gamers are everywhere
2) games are big business and
3) games are not just for entertainment

1.1.1

Gamers are everywhere

In many countries, gamers are the majority. For example, according to Pratchett's
BBC study entitled Gamers in the UK, 59% of 6 to 65 year olds in that country are
gamers, with a near-even gender split. Such games are played on consoles, on PCs,
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in web browsers, on handheld devices, on handheld gaming systems and on interac
tive television. The percentages differ by age group, with the following identifying
themselves as gamers [83]:
• 100% of 6-to-10 year olds,
• 97% of ll-to-15 year olds,
• 82% of 16-to-24 year olds,
• 65% of 25-to-35 year olds,
• 51% of 36-to-50 year olds, and
• 18% of 51-to-65 year olds.
Similarly, in the United States, approximately 174 million people play games on
some sort of platform or device [79, 88].

1.1.2

Games are big business

The numbers presented above mean big business. For example, the gaming industry
in South Korea, alone, generated $1 billion USD worth of gaming exports in 2008. In
December 2008, the South Korean government spent approximately 240 million USD
to fund 60 new gaming projects within their borders to promote even more growth
[60]. By the fall of 2008, the combined worldwide sales of the three newest generation
gaming consoles (Wii, Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3) were approximately 76 million
units [94, 77, 63]. These numbers are just for the hardware console sales, and do not
take into account games sold, the numbers of online subscriptions, and sales of extra
hardware accessories or paraphernalia. The worldwide sales of three popular handheld
gaming systems (Game Boy Advance, Nintendo DS and PlayStation Portable) were
at an approximate combined total of 206.7 million units, by fall 2008 [94, 76, 77].
The games market, driven largely by the latest generation consoles and handheld
devices, in the US is expected to increase "at a compound annual rate of 6.3 percent
to $11.7 billion in 2012 from $8.6 billion in 2007" [84]. For the 25 million Xbox 360
units sold, alone, there are 14 million Xbox Live subscribers. A paid subscription
to the Xbox Live service allows players to access downloadable game content, game
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upgrades and the ability to play games online, and interact, with other Xbox Live
subscribers on their Xbox 360 consoles.
In the world of PC gaming, specifically massive-multi-player online games (MMOG),
World of Warcraft reached 10 million subscribers worldwide as of January 2008 [14]
and continued to lead the MMOG subscription share, in April 2008, at approximately
62% [109],

1.1.3

Games are not just for entertainment

Pratchett's study reveals that games are not just for fun. Gamers view gaming as
part of their identity and would rather game than watch television. Gamers view
gaming as both a social activity and solo activity, perceive the gaming market as
saturated with certain types of games (like first-person shooting games) and hold a
belief that games can and should be designed for other purposes, such as education,
persuasion or training [83, 16]. We will examine serious games and four examples of
serious games in Chapter 2.

1.2

What is Scripting?
The term 'script' can mean different things, depending on the context. For ex

ample, scripts written by playwrights or for movies are much different than scripts
in computer programming. They however perform similar purposes: they may be
translated or interpreted by someone or something to produce an action or result.
Aldred, et.al., propose 7 types of scripts at work in games, including: dramatic
scripts (covering plot, character, dialogue), interface scripts (user actions in gameplay such as mouse-clicks), ludic scripts (rules of game-play), interaction scripts (a
sum of dramatic, interface and ludic scripts) and implementation scripts (machine
code, high-level programming languages, etc.) [2],
While the word 'script' may carry many meanings, and is encountered in a variety
of contexts, a distinction of the different types of scripts involved in games is valuable,
especially in our attempt to understand what makes scripting a game so difficult.
Conceivably, if a tool could offer support for more technical kinds of scripts and
provide effective support developing dramatic and narrative scripts, then perhaps the
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barrier to game development would not be as restrictive. Because we are concentrating
on varying narratives and stories, we will define and examine interactive narratives
and their roles in games in Chapter 2.

1.3

The Plan

This investigation will begin by examining existing literature on games, serious
games, interactive narratives and their development. The goal here is to understand
the inherent challenges in serious game development. We will concentrate mostly
on interactive narratives and the story elements of games. We do not address the
development of graphics for serious games. However, we will not exclude looking at
interfaces that deal with graphics, maps and setting up the game environments.
Following the background research will be a survey of existing game scripting tools
with the goal of identifying key design patterns for game scripting tools.
Next, usability inspection techniques will be utilized while examining the popular,
commercial game scripting tool used by Jenkins and other researchers to create serious
games. The goal here is to identify salient ideas on the support required for game
scripting.
Observations of members of a professional serious game development team in
action will follow, including significant time spent observing and interviewing key
team members while they work and examining the tools both used by and built by
the development teams.
From this research, we hope to form of a model to represent the essential design
characteristics of narrative scripts and recommendations for improvement or devel
opment of tools to support game scripting.

1.4

Contributions
Much of the work in this thesis has been previously refereed and appears in the

literature. In an examination of existing game authoring tools, the basis of a pattern
language of design of tools to support game scripting is devised and presented. This
work was presented at the European Conference on Pattern Language of Programs
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(EuroPLoP) in 2008 and appears in official conference proceedings [56].
We also use the Cognitive Dimensions of Notations framework [43, 44, 45] in
combination with an approach similar to Molich and Neilsen's heuristic evaluation
[65, 74, 72] to study a commercial game scripting tool. Furthermore, we borrow from
other usability techniques to codify and present the observations, representing a small
but novel contribution. This approach and our observations were presented at the
International Academic Conference on the Future of Game Design and Technology,
2007. The paper also appears in the conference proceedings, published by the As
sociation for Computing Machinery (ACM) [57]. The analysis and conclusions from
the paper are expanded upon here in Chapter 4.
In our presentation and the Association for the Advancement of Computing in
Education (AACE) paper for the World Conference on E-Learning, we summarize
the user-centered evaluation techniques employed in this research, as well as present
our use of a contextual inquiry technique in our observations of an Ottawa-area pro
fessional serious game development company [55]. The observations, analysis and
results of that research are presented in this document.
Most of the material was published in an early form in the literature, and in all
cases Marty Kauhanen was the primary author and undertook the research concerned.
Throughout this thesis, 'we' refers to Marty Kauhanen under the guidance of his thesis
advisor, Dr. Robert Biddle.
In addition to conducting the above research, authoring the above papers and
presenting at the aforementioned conferences, Marty Kauhanen also:

• Presented observations to the Ottawa-area gaming company, referred to anony
mously as GameCompany (presented in Chapter 5 and 6)
• Aided in the codification and analysis of results in an ethnographic study (see
Chapter 6)
All of this work was funded by a research assistance position as part of the a project
entitled End-User Scripting for Online Training, funded by a grant from ORNEC
(Ontario Research Network for Electronic Commerce).
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1.5

Outline
In Chapter 2, we examine serious games, game development, interactive narratives

and game scripting. Examples of serious games and game scripting tools are provided,
as

well

as

a brief look at a common story structures in games. The concept of a

domain-specific language is discussed, as it pertains to a main argument of this work.
In Chapter 3, the basis of a pattern language of design of tools to support game
scripting is presented.
In Chapter 4, we describe how we used Cognitive Dimensions of Notations [45,
44, 43] as heuristics in an evaluation of Neverwinter Nights Aurora Toolset, a game
scripting tool packaged with the successful video game, Neverwinter Nights. The
analysis and the results of the inspection are presented.
Chapter 5 covers the user-centered observation technique, called contextual in
quiry, and how it was used to study a small group at a professional serious game
development company.
Chapter 6 involves observations made at the same company, one year later, in
cluding a cognitive walkthrough and usability study of their internal development
tools.
Conclusions are provided in Chapter 7. Based on the observations, the use of
a domain-specific language approach for game scripting is proposed, a model and
recommendations are presented, as well as the next steps in the research.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1

Serious Games

As explained in Chapter 1, our objective was to explore scripting for serious games.
Serious games have a different set of requirements that change the playing field of
game development, including the addition of learning requirements, short overall
game-play, a need for decreased cost and development time, while still employing
interactive narrative techniques (see section 2.5).
The number and variety of serious games is growing. Sawyer and Smith maintain
a taxonomy of serious games [91]. Four illustrative examples of serious games are
presented, below.
1) America's Army
America's Army is a brand of games, developed by the US Army, as a publicrelations and recruitment tool. It is available on multiple platforms, including PC
and Xbox 360. The current PC incarnation is called America's Army: Special Forces
(Overmatch), version 2.8.4, and the offering for the Xbox 360 is called America's
Army: True Soldiers [42].
While the game is a multi-player first-person shooter, the purpose of the game is
to promote army values and was designed to serve as a recruitment tool. The game
website reinforces the message that a career in the armed forces is both viable and
honorable, with links to information about U.S. Army careers, interviews with real
soldiers and a prominent section dedicated to honoring a "Real Hero" of the US Army
[103],
In addition, the America's Army platforms have been expanded and utilized the
US army and other US government agencies to deliver training content privately
within their own organizations [99].

8
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Figure 2.1: Screenshot of America's Army website, showing a mix of game-related
and real-life content.
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Figure 2.2: A screenshot of September 12, an example of a persuasive, serious game
2) September 12: A Toy World

America's Army is not alone on the propaganda front. Take September 12: A
Toy World, for example [39]. This game is best described as a casual Flash-based
game that you really only need to play once. The purpose of the game is not fun,
but to illustrate through the game-play the following message: bombing (or warfare
in general) is not the solution to fight terrorism.
The game-play is simple: you control with your mouse a floating target above
some unnamed Middle-Eastern styled city. There are normal-looking citizens bustling
about and the occasional dubious-looking terrorist. Clicking a button releases a bomb
that has collateral impact on both buildings and non-terrorist citizens. The collateral
damage, however, converts citizens into terrorists. Pretty soon, the result is clear:
you end up with a rubble-strewn city and a screen full of terrorists! In short, the
message is: violence begets violence and hatred begets hatred.
3) Darfur is Dying
Darfur is Dying is a Flash-based, serious game that is played in an internet
browser. The purpose of Darfur is Dying is clear: to raise awareness and elicit
sympathy and support and serves as a call to action.
The following statement is found on the game's website [89]:
Darfur is Dying is a viral video game for change that provides a win
dow into the experience of the 2.5 million refugees in the Darfur region of
Sudan. Players must keep their refugee camp functioning in the face of
possible attack by Janjaweed militias. Players can also learn more about
the genocide in Darfur that has taken the lives of 400,000 people, and find
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^ Darfur I s Dying

Figure 2.3: The title screen of the serious game, Darfur is Dying
ways to get involved to help stop this human rights and humanitarian
crisis.
4) Food Force
Along similar lines of Darfur is Dying, Food Force is a game developed by the UN
World Food Programme (WFP) to promote awareness about a crisis: world hunger.
The Food Force website is divided into the following sections:
• The Game: "It's up to you to save and rebuild the island of Sheylan"
• The Reality: "Free Rice: More than just vocab. Find out more about WFP
activities and read news from the reality behind Food Force".
• How to Help: "Together, we can make a difference" The game is available for
download on both Windows and Macintosh and was designed by a company in
Italy and programmed by another group in London.

2.2

Serious Game Development

Serious games occupy a much smaller market share than entertainment games, but
serious game market share still has an estimated range of 400 million to 1.5 billion
dollars in 2008 in the US alone. These estimates include educational, military, cor
porate and healthcare spending on serious games. Suggested reasons behind a much
smaller share include, the current work-for-hire, or single use, model for most serious
game development and high development costs. However, "potentially, every training
or education program, every curriculum, could be reshaped by the use of [serious
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Figure 2.4: Screenshot of game-play in the serious game, Food Force
games]" [4, 5]. Aside from America's Army, the examples of serious games above are
prime examples of single-use games.
Alhadeff [5] offers that a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) approach would increase
the serious game market value exponentially. This implies that serious games ideally
should take the form of other COTS software, like word processors, office products
suites and email programs, which are more like "end user tools" in order to lower
development costs and reach wider audiences.
Such COTS tools do exist, however. For example, Jenkins and his team at the
MIT Comparative Media Studies Program used a COTS video game toolset to build
serious games that help teach American history, including one that was set in colonial
Williamsburg just before the American Revolution [54], Jenkins remarked, "It allowed
us to develop a game that looked really professional on a low budget and with a small
team" [31]. We examine the particular game development toolset utilized by Jenkins
in Chapter 4.
It remains unclear that existing COTS software and tools are impeding market
growth of serious games. In other words, given that such commercial tools do exist,
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then why don't we see a much larger market share for serious games? Sure, an MIT
group was able to use a gaming toolset to create serious games, but what about an
individual or non-media specialist? Can anyone create a game?
Such questions prompt us to examine the effectiveness of such tools, in their
support of game creation, or game scripting, and to examine and understand the
practices and challenges of serious game development.

2.3

Why Focus on the Narrative or Story?

Often, games deliver their message in conversations and scenes between the game-play.
This is the case with the serious games illustrated above. In Food Force, there are
cut scenes that deliver information about the status of the fictional island, Sheylan,
before and after each of the missions. Before the first mission, aerial surveillance
in a helicopter to locate groups of islanders, you're told about the island and its
inhabitants and the goals of the mission. The learning about the 'world hunger
crisis' happens outside of, or between, the game play. Similar cut scenes axe seen in
Darfur is Dying and mission briefings drive the objectives of game-play in America's
Army. In September 12: A Toy World, the message is quite simple: bombing is
not the solution and, while hinted at during in the instructions, is delivered through
the relatively simple game play. We will discuss the ideas of ludic vs. narrative
perspectives and procedural rhetoric in Section 2.6.
Concentrating on the narrative and story aspects of games then brings us to the
realm of interactive fiction (IF) and interactive drama (ID), which we will collectively
call interactive narrative (IN), defined below. Aarseth notes that "despite lavish and
quite expensive graphics of these productions, the player's creative options are still
as primitive as they were in 1976" [1]. One might suspect that one of the barriers to
entry for IN development is technical know-how.
Anecdotal evidence from conversations with teachers at E-Learn 2007 conference
revealed that most teachers understood the value and desired to deliver and sup
port their cirrucula via games. Most teachers, however, did not have the technical
background, wherewithal, and time to invest to do so.
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2.4

Interactive Narratives

Interactive fiction (IF) is a literary narrative genre often employed in video games. IF
systems accept textual commands from the user, traditionally in the form of verb-noun
pairs or natural language statements, to influence the environment and determine
the outcome of the story or game. While IF systems have an interactive system
that is restrictive to text, their study may be illumitating for video game design and
development. Many video games employ an IF system within them. Interactive fiction
is goal-oriented. Historically, interactive fiction was heavily influenced by Dungeons
and Dragons [52, 46] and were usually adventure-themed [81] with strong elements of
exploration, mystery and puzzle-solving. Others interactive fiction systems, such as
Graphic StoryWriter [96], were created as a story environment for early readers and
thus were influenced by children's stories.
Interactive drama (ID) is quite similar to interactive fiction in that it refers to
a type of drama where the audience plays an active role, modifying the drama by
changing the course of actions [98]. A contemporary example of an interactive drama
is Fagade [86], a first-person,

3-D virtual world that allows the player to interact

with computer-controlled characters. Interactive drama is experience-oriented. For
the purpose of this thesis, we shall include both interactive fiction and interactive
drama under the umbrella term: interactive narrative (or interactive storytelling). A
common characteristic of interactive narratives is that they have multiple, and often
innumerable, outcomes. The interaction gives the player a sense of agency and the
innumerability of the outcomes of the games promotes replay-ability.
While entering verb-noun pairs (i.e. Go West) into a command line prompt is per
haps an outdated interaction, Aarseth argues that the "ergodic structures invented
by Crowther and Woods twenty years ago are of course far from dead but instead
persevere as the basic figure for the large and growing entertainment called [...] 'inter
active games' [and] despite lavish and quite expensive graphics of these productions,
the player's creative options are still as primitive as they were in 1976" [1]. 'Ergodic'
with respect to text means that it takes the author less than trivial effort to traverse,
more effort than skimming and flipping pages.
In general, "when game-literate players encounter options in dialogue, they feel
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obligated to listen to everything that particular [non-player] character says" or they
might miss some crucial information [8]. This type of interaction is most suitable for
adventure games and computer role-playing games.

2.5

Ludic vs. Narrative Perspective in Games

The two main perspectives on how meaning is best constructed in games are: the ludic
and narrative perspective. The ludic perspective suggests that the player constructs
meaning from the game play itself and not just from the narrative. Bogost provides
the example of how children learn about mortgages, work ethic, managing money
and debt in the game Animal Crossing through the rules of the game and the game
play itself. Bogost calls this "procedural rhetoric" [16, 17]. While this type of game
play can make a powerful impact on the user, the main criticism against the ludic
perspective is that it is really poor in imparting any context or background for a
story. Narrative is still important.
In the four examples of serious games, above, we see that they employ a com
bination of narrative and ludic structures to impart meaning, to varying degrees.
America's Army has a whole suite of training missions which teach the player about
military conduct, equipment and machinery. It is both learn-by-doing and instruc
tional in nature. Mission briefings are used to provide context for a mission. In both
Darfur is Dying and Food Force, the instructions are crucial to completing the game
tasks and the knowledge about the various crises is imparted in narrative form. The
game-play action of 'flying around in a helicopter looking for people' would hold little
meaning in Food Force without the accompanying narrative context. In September
12: A Toy World, the only possible action in the game-play results in destruction,
death and waves of new terrorists. This game, of the four, is strongest in its procedu
ral rhetoric. It does however contain instructions at the start of the gameplay that,
in combination with the game-play, deliver a one-two punch in the message.
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2.6

Story Structure in Games

In this subsection, we examine common story structures in video games. These story
structures also lend themselves to narrative structures, where dialogue options are
branches. The structures themselves illustrate the complexity of managing the cre
ation interactive narratives in software.

2.6.1

Gating the Story

Gating is a method of mapping a linear story to a nonlinear game. It involves a plot
unfolding as a sequence of linear checkpoints, each unlocked by the player's actions
when faced with challenges or explorations in a section of the game. For example,
the mapping could be a story event, such as a cut scene, followed by 3 unordered
challenges that result in a trigger when they completed. The trigger in turn starts
another story event, such as a crucial plot-related conversation, that may lead to more
unordered challenges [8]. This is a common method that is found in many commercial
games, including computer role-playing games like Neverwinter Nights [10].

2.6.2

Branching Story Structure

A branching story structure is one that allows options in dialogue and plot, to be
selected by the player. At each selection point, the plot branches. This type of
structure, however, leads to "a combinatorial explosion of unused resources — 3D
environments, character animations, dialog[ue] that the players never experience"
[8]. It does lead to multiple endings, arguably promoting replay-ability. One way to
mitigate this is to have some of the branches recombine.

2.6.3

Branching Story Structure, Recombining Branches

Another branching story structure is one with paths that separate and recombine.
In effect, there are parallel storylines that both end in the same plot point. Deus
Ex makes use of this type of structure [51, 8]. Game stories with branching and
recombining may or may not have multiple endings [41]. Knights of the Old Republic
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is an example of a game that uses this branching and recombining, has multiple
endings and employs gating [11].

2.6.4

Other branching structures

Other branching structures include a grid branching structure, where players may
move from one intersection on a grid to another, and a complete graph, where all
nodes are connected and a player may move from one node to any other node [41].

2.6.5

Hypertext

A hypertext document contains links to parts of the same document or to other texts
and is the foundation of the World Wide Web [71]. Glassner suggests that the danger
of using hypertext solely as a means of structuring a story is that it can destroy the
experience of linearity and is best suited for referencing information and some poetic
expression [41].

2.6.6

Opinions in Literature

While Glassner argues that branching narratives and hypertext narratives rip the
audience out of the story, he does admit that they are "overwhelmingly the two most
popular forms of giving audiences a say in the development of a story" [41]. The
main reason for the his harsh view involves the "fundamental conflict between plot
and interactivity" [26].
Crawford mitigates this known conflict by looking at metaplot (driven by rules)
as opposed to the plot (driven by events) and how metaplot does not have conflict
with interactivity. He also espouses giving players interesting choices [26]. Whereas
Glassner awaits advances in "the technology to understand free-form language and
craft a reasonable reply" but he acknowledges that it "simply doesn't exist yet" [41],

2.6.7

Autonomous Characters

While toolkits for creating interactive narratives and video games do exist, Glassner
suggests this area needs work: "The largest missing piece of technology in creating
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story environments and the characters that inhabit them, is the software required to
create and control them. So instead, everything is pre-scripted". The missing parts
are a "customizable personality system for creating characters", "a robust way to
deal with language", and "some kind of autonomous characters that people will find
sufficiently interesting and adaptive" [41].
Chris Crawford has been working on interactive storytelling and autonomous char
acters for the better part of seventeen years and is the inventor of Erasmatron [24, 25]
and its next incarnation, Storytron. The non-player characters in the games "are in
telligent, and they each have their own personalities and agendas. They respond to
your choices in emotionally complex and challenging ways, so you must consider the
impact of your choices on your relationships with them" [23].
Storytron has an authoring tool, called Storyworld Authoring Tool or SWAT. The
intelligent and complex nature of the non-player characters result in a lot of content
to be created. For example, SWAT requires authors to break everything down into
very small elements, using a subset of English, to portray the possible actions of the
story. This is done in a visual language called Deitko [23, 85] (see Figure 2.5). The
main criticisms are SWAT's difficulty to learn and use, in part by the requirement of
learning a new language to represent stories and by the complex visualizations that
represent the story [6, 85].
Due to this high complexity, of both game play and creation, and the fact that
only a subset of language is used in the system (leaning more towards ludic elements
than narrative), we will not consider autonomous characters any further.

2.7
2.7.1

Domain Specific Language
Definition

A domain-specific language is one that facilitates the solving of a problem or building
a model in a specific problem domain, as opposed to a general purpose programming
language, like C# or Java [30, 95].
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Figure 2.5: Example of Deikto representation of a mugger threatening the user with
a knife (right) and the user's possible actions (left) [23, 85]

2.7.2

Advantages

Reasons for using and building domain-specific languages include [87]:
1. making a technical task easier
2. expressing rules and actions in a manner that is closer to a domain, so that
non-programmers may understand them
3. automating actions and tasks
4. exposing the internal workings of a program to the outside world

2.7.3

Example: LabVIEW

LabVIEW, by National Instruments [68, 67], is a prime example of a graphical pro
gramming environment that employs a domain specific language.

It leverages a

paradigm specific to building test, instrumentation, measurement and control ap
plications and the expertise of its users: circuit diagrams. In other words, LabVIEW
is primarily used to create programs that control and monitor electronic equipment
and the programming language looks like circuit diagrams.
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Figure 2.6: Screenshot of LabVIEW from online tutorial [68]

The UI is divided into two sides: one for building the UI of the program and
another for the block diagrams that define the I/O of the program, data sources,
functionality and data processing. The block diagrams are drawn using blocks and
wires, with the data flow line indicating the sequence of execution.
The UI building pane follows the WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get)
approach and is executable. The example in Figure 2.6 displays data being gathered
from the inputs (left) as defined in the block diagram (right). The block diagram
contains a graphical representation of the modules that are required to interface with
the hardware and generate and display the data. The LabVIEW programmer neither
needs to write hardware drivers nor know programming languages. The LabVIEW
language follows the conventions of circuit diagrams to assist engineers while working
in their domain.

2.8

Petri Nets and the PN-model

Concurrent to the research performed in this thesis was the latest work involving
modeling stories and narratives for games using Petri Nets and variants of Petri Nets.
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Figure 2.7: Figure 1 from Hierarchical Petri Nets for Story Plots Featuring Virtual
Humans [7]

2.8.1

Petri Nets

Petri Nets are a form of specification used in software engineering and have been
used to specify behavior of characters [13], plot monitoring in simple games [29], for
prototyping games [21] and representing plots in a serious game that was a more of
a simulation with no characters [18].
Like deterministic finite state machines (dFSM), Petri Nets are formal, exact
and graphical. Both Petri Nets and dFSM allow for branching stories. The main
advantage of Petri Nets over dFSMs are that they allow for expressing parallel game
states, while dFSMs do not. Petri Nets also are better suited for very large virtual
worlds with a hundred virtual characters or more [21, 18].

2.8.2

PN-model

Balas takes into account the need for an organized story structure and a need to divide
high-level story logic from lower-level rules. He proposes a custom variant of Petri
Nets to model and storytelling applications, called the PN-model [7]. This variant is
hierarchical and is used to define plots to be read by their PN-model engine and they
developed an interface between the engine and the virtual world simulator, "through
which the story manager influences the world and vice versa" (see Figure 2.7). Like
Petri Nets, the PN-model allows for parallel storylines. The advantage over Petri
Nets is that it allows for a hierarchical decomposition of stories. In the PN-model
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the story manager uses triggers to monitor the state of the world, through the use
of tokens and variables, can access virtual world objects. In addition, the expressive
power of the triggers allows for logical operations (And, Or, Not) as well as first-order
logic (All, Exists, Foreach), allowing for complicated expressions [7].

2.8.3

Do we need Petri Nets and PN-Models?

Brom admits that if one is writing a story with a preset plotlines, that "do not
evolve in parallel, deterministic finite state machines would likely be sufficient" [18].
The creator of the PN-model admits that "understanding and implementing [PN
models] can be demanding" [7] and their design process involves at least two people:
a narrative writer and a programmer that is converts plot specifications manually
into code. An authoring tool has been labeled as 'future work'.
In other words, without an authoring tool that provides support to the narrative
writer, the expertise of a programmer is still required to incorporate the narrative
writers' content into code. In addition, both Petri Nets and PN-model are suited
to large virtual worlds and complex, parallel game plotlines. Support for very large
virtual worlds and parallel plotlines were not seen as a requirements for the serious
games with an hour long game-play, as developed by GameCompany.

2.9

Conclusion

The study of interactive narrative components of game scripting is relevant, as dia
logue in games is prevalent and IN provides a means of presenting ergodic structures,
and narrative structures are just as important as ludic structures. Narratives in both
Darfur is Dying and Food Force play a crucial role in framing the action scenes and
delivering the message and learning content.
We examined the common story structures in video games, as managing their
complexity is part of game creation.
While we highlighted the latest in interactive narrative research, including au
tonomous characters and the use of Petri Nets for modelling stories, we believe these
introduce a level of complexity that may not be warranted given our goals of support
ing interactive narrative scripting with the non-programmer in mind and the shorter
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durations of most serious games.
We illustrated a prime example of a successful commerical tool that employs a
visual domain specific language to support its users. We will keep this approach in
mind as we examine game scripting.
In the next four chapters, we examine how game scripting, with a focus on inter
active narrative, is supported in contemporary toolkits, how they should work from
the user's perspective and how narrative scripting actually plays out in practice.
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Chapter 3

Patterns for Game Scripting Tools

3.1

Introduction
Interactive narratives are an important element in entertainment games and se

rious games alike. Their scripting tools, however, have their roots in programming
languages and programming environments. These tools provide a means for users to
create custom content, but they are not all necessarily intuitive or easy to use for
non-programmers.
In this section, we review the literature and examine the tools and techniques for
interactive story-telling and we identify common design patterns [3, 40] to support the
scripting and content creation for computer games, specifically interactive narratives.
We have organized these patterns in the form of a pattern language to clarify how they
relate to support of the design of interactive narrative software systems, in particular
their end-user development (EUD) tools and environments [97] or, simply, scripting
tools.
We have identified patterns that suggest that instead of relying upon the lan
guage, structure, semantics and terminology of other domains, like programming,
one should instead consider the language and concepts from the domain of story
telling when designing scripting tools for interactive narratives. The patterns are
derived, with examples, from existing game scripting tools. These tools include IN
tools like Adrift, Inform 6 and Inform 7, as well as end-user game development tools
that also include IN systems, such as the Neverwinter Nights Aurora Toolset. In
other words, there are some common elements amongst the tools and examples of
designs that constitute an important domain-specific language (see Chapter 2). We
also draw upon examples from end-user development tools specific to other domains,
like LabVIEW, and programming environments.
24
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In toto, this section provides the basis of a pattern language of design for author
ing tools for story-tellers and interactive narrative writers who are not programmers.
Because narratives are important to serious games, these patterns may also apply to
the support for serious game scripting, in particular for non-programmers. Moreover,
serious games are more likely to contain input and content from subject matter ex
perts in small organizations as opposed to professional writers at game development
companies.

3.2

Basis of a Pattern Language
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Figure 3.1: The basis of a pattern language for design of end-user development envi
ronments for scripting interactive narratives
The individual patterns may be summarized as follows:
STORYTELLER'S CORNER: Provide an authoring tool for game environments.
EVERYONE HAS A STORY TO TELL: Authoring tools should support nonprogrammers.
TELL THE STORY IN YOUR OWN WORDS: Using natural language as a pro
gramming language will be more accessible to creative writers.
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BIND THE STORY: Using story metaphors in the organization of UI layout, data
and concepts in the authoring tool will create a familiar structure for creative
writers.
IT GOES SOMETHING LIKE THIS: Using domain-specific terminology in the
authoring tool will also support creative writers.
ALL STORY TELLING IS RE-TELLING: Provide a library of resources to support
re-use of story assets, characters and story elements.
TRADING STORIES: Provide a means of sharing story assets with others and
between stories.
READ IT BACK TO ME: Provide a means to play-test the story.

The patterns also are related in a hierarchical way, as shown in Figure 3.1.
STORYTELLER'S CORNER is the top level in the pattern language for design of enduser authoring tools for interactive narratives. It proposes a specific environment
where storytellers will create their own stories and content in an interactive narrative
system. Within the STORYTELLER'S CORNER, authors should: (a) be comfortable
and not impeded by the authoring environment, (b) be supported with a library of
story resources, and (c) be able have their stories read back to them, even if they are
not complete. These three issues are addressed in EVERYONE HAS A STORY To
TELL, ALL STORYTELLING IS RETELLING and READ IT BACK To ME, respectively.
EVERYONE HAS A STORY TO TELL is broken down into three sub-patterns:
TELL THE STORY IN YOUR OWN WORDS, involving the use of natural language,
BIND THE STORY, involving the use of metaphor and IT GOES SOMETHING LIKE
THIS, involving the use of the terminology of stories over the terminology of pro
gramming within the authoring environment. In other words, these three patterns
are specific ways in which authoring tools can provide support to creative writers.
ALL STORYTELLING IS RETELLING is supported by the sub-pattern, TRADING
STORIES, allowing authors to share their custom resources.
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3.3

Alexandrian Pattern Form

The design patterns here follow the Alexandrian pattern language format [3]. A
pattern in this form follows this basic structure: a problem headline, introduction,
problem statement (bold), solution statement (bold), explanation, consequences, il
lustrations and relationships with other patterns.

3.4

The Patterns

3.4.1

STORYTELLER'S CORNER

One of the challenges for video game developers is fostering a culture of com
mitment for the game. Another challenge is creating scale and variety within the
game sufficient to justify such devotion. Both these challenges can be met by provid
ing the means for customers to create their own custom content. Many games that
have adopted this strategy have provided authoring tools or the ability for customers
to create mods, or modifications, as well as new game content, resulting in active
and creative online communities. For example, popular strategy video games with
modification capabilities include Civilization 4 and Age of Empires [36, 35].

The success of a video game involves player commitment and variety
on a large scale.
Therefore: Provide the tools necessary to create custom content for
games.
There are many interactive narrative systems that provide the tools for the cre
ation of custom content. Neverwinter Nights is one such example. As of May 2005,
there were over 4000 community created game modules for the Neverwinter Nights
game, downloaded over 250 000 times [80] from the Neverwinter Nights Vault web
site (http://nwvault.ign.com/). This community site continues to act as a repository
for custom content for both Neverwinter Nights and Neverwinter Nights 2 games.
The consequence of providing story-authoring tools is the ability for users to create
their own stories. Without this, the user becomes reliant upon the developers for
new content. Fagade (a first-person, real-time, Al-driven, non-linear, generative, 3-D
interactive drama) is cutting edge but, at the moment, lacks an authoring tool. With
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over half a million downloads since July, 2005, Fagade unfortunately boasts only one
act [86]. While the act may be replayed over and over with different results, it remains
limited in its appeal because there is no means of creating new interactive narratives.
As illustrated in TELL THE STORY IN YOUR OWN WORDS, the technology behind
Fagade is complex. No doubt the complexity of creating and adding an authoring
tool would be compounded by the complexities of the Fagade architecture itself.
Adding a STORYTELLER'S CORNER to a game system raises two areas of concern
for programmers. First, the addition of authoring tools adds complexity and difficulty
to the task of programming the entire system. For example, the game engine cannot
be static; it must dynamic, capable of accepting a variety of different inputs as deter
mined by the user. The second area of concern is that a story authoring environment
must also be easy to use. The sub-patterns of STORYTELLER'S CORNER attempt to
mitigate the second concern to make it easier to use, but leave the handling of the
dynamic textual input to the domain of programming.

3.4.2

EVERYONE HAS A STORY TO TELL

An interactive narrative system is a piece of software, and the act of scripting
a story is similar to writing a program. Indeed, game systems are software and are
created by game developers by programming. But game players and potential authors
of new content are not always programmers, nor do they need to be in order to add
content at the level of the story. While interactive narrative software systems require
some technical knowledge, most story-writers and authors axe not programmers. This
may make it difficult for authors to tell a story.

It is difficult for story-writers to work in programming environments.
Therefore: Make the story-authoring tool accessible to writers. EVERY
ONE HAS A STORY TO TELL and anyone who can tell a story should be able

to script one at the higher level of story-telling, rather than the lower level
of programming.
While story-writing and programming are not mutually exclusive, it does not make
sense to burden writers with learning to program in order to create interactive nar
ratives. The solution is to provide a higher level representation of the programming.
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As discussed in the parent pattern, the increased complexity of programming the
system and the tool itself is a tradeoff (and consequence) for an increase in the tool's
ease of use. This is a natural progression in technology, however. Few people still
program in assembly code, a low-level language that deals directly with memory
addresses, registers and stacks, but choose to program in more abstract, high-level
languages, such as C++, C# or Java that deal in terms of Boolean expressions,
classes, functions and variables.
The Neverwinter Nights Aurora Toolset, for example, is an even higher-level lan
guage still. It is very graphical in nature, allowing authors to drag objects, such as
monsters, buildings and trees, onto an area map. The objects are editable through
property screens that consist of fields for parameters.
The Adrift Generator, the authoring tool for the Adrift text adventure software,
takes a similar approach with respect to programming [107]:
Instead of having to learn a new adventure programming language,
ADRIFT Generator takes all the difficulty away leaving you with a simple,
yet powerful game designer. Adventures are built up by adding rooms,
objects, tasks, events and characters. All you have to do is type in the
descriptions, and select how everything interacts with each other from pull
down menus and lists.
The creators of Fagade realize the advantage of a higher level language for au
thoring, stating [86]:
Our current tools and authoring techniques require programming ex
pertise; in fact, even expert programmers familiar with languages such as
C++ and Java will have to learn new ways of thinking about program
ming to program in ABL. For this reason, we are not publicly releasing the
authoring tools at this time, though we will be working towards the future
release of higher-level authoring tools that enable writers and artists to
create Fagade-like content.
Their custom language, A Behaviour Language (ABL), is a behaviour language
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that supports sequential, parallel and joint behaviours and is "effectively a multi
threaded programming language [and] challenging to program in, even for experi
enced coders" [61]. The designers of Fagade realize that, due to the complexity of
their system, to create a STORYTELLER'S CORNER would require them to follow the
pattern EVERYONE HAS A STORY To TELL. There are several sub-patterns that
one may employ to create a tool that limits the amount of programming knowledge
required to script a story. The three sub-patterns of EVERYONE HAS A STORY To
TELL are: TELL THE STORY IN YOUR OWN WORDS, BIND THE STORY and IT
GOES SOMETHING LIKE THIS.

3.4.3

TELL THE STORY IN YOUR OWN WORDS

Programming languages are used to write software. This means that for most
video game systems and interactive narrative systems, the ability to create custom
content is tied to the author's ability to program. This is especially true if a video
game system does not provide an authoring tool. STORYTELLER'S CORNER, how
ever, proposes a specific authoring tool. EVERYONE HAS A STORY TO TELL tells
us to reduce technical knowledge requirements by giving the author a higher-level
environment to work in. But how do you provide a way to script the logic of a story
and the story itself that is both easy to read yet sufficiently powerful?
The narrative structure necessary for interactive story-telling requires manage
ment of sequences, conditions, repetition, and remembering details that happen along
the way. Programming languages can do all this but they are difficult to learn and
difficult to read. In the end, the program's code neither reads nor looks like the
story that it represents. Poor readability results in a longer time to learn the sys
tem, and problems with the maintainability of the code. In other words, an ordinary
programming language will not reveal the author's intent.

Creative writers have difficulty reading, writing and translating stories
into code in a programming language.
Therefore: Use a limited natural language as a programming language.
Instead of relying upon programming languages, a story-authoring system could
adopt rules for semantics and English sentences making it much closer to the structure
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Object
with

cloak "velvet- cloak"
name 'handsome* 'dark* 'black' 'velvet * 'satin* 'cloak*,
description
"A handsome cloak, of velvet trimmed with satin., and slightly
spattered with raindrops. Its blackness is so deep that it
almost seems to suck light from the room."*,
before [;
Drop, PutOn:
if (location •== cloakroom) {
give bar light;
if (action = ##PutOn && self hai general) {
give self -general;
score++;
}
}

else
"This isn't the best place to leave a smart cloak
lying around•";

],
after (;
Take: give bar -light;

],
has

clothing general;

Figure 3.2: A code snippet from the Inform 6 version of Cloak of Darkness, describing
the behaviour of the velvet cloak object. This code is from the middle of the file.

of work in creating stories. Instead of objects, classes and methods, the author could
concentrate on writing more natural sentences and dialogue. Natural language is used
to script the story itself. Of course, the issues that must be handled will be similar
to those in programming, but use of more familiar syntax and terminology will assist
creative writers.
We see the evolution from object-oriented code to natural language-based code in
the Inform [53] interactive fiction design system. In Inform 6, the language used in
story creation is essentially an object-oriented programming language that is compiled
to a file which is then interpreted in the user's machine. In Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3
axe two code snippets of Inform 6 code from the 'Hello World' of interactive fiction
stories called: Cloak of Darkness [37].
Notice that the above code does not look anything like a story and reads very
poorly. The "Object cloak" is the class definition of a cloak that describes the be
haviours of a cloak object the game and the "Initialize" portion, in the second snippet,
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[ Initialise;
location = foyer;
move cloak to player;
give cloak worn;
""•"Hurrying through the rainswept November night, you're glad to see the
bright lights of the Opera Rouse, It's surprising that there aren't more
people about but, hey, what do you expect in a cheap demo game.,.J"A°;

];

Figure 3.3: A second code snippet from Cloak of Darkness, written in Inform 6.
This snippet is located near the end of the file and is the code that instantiates the
game-play.
is the part of the text that the player sees at the beginning of the interactive narrative.
Clearly, one must understand classes, methods, instances, if-then-else statements and
variables to understand (and write) the above code.
In Inform 7, the objects, class and methods are replaced by a rule-oriented design
and natural language where "the activity of programming IF is a form of dialogue
between programmer and computer to reach a state with which both are content, [...]
not unlike the activity of playing IF" [70].
Daly summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of using natural language in
Inform 7 [28]. Advantages include: the ease of reading, the elimination of interaction
fiction-specific errors, the limiting of loop structures and the lack of programming
concepts like procedure names and variables. Daly notes that the disadvantages
of using natural language "include occasional awkwardness of natural language and
the possible penchant for writers to misunderstand the meaning of a paragraph of
code when skimming" [28]. Also, when writing natural language-based rules, one
must consider the alternate verbs that a player may use to perform an action. For
example, see the rule as it appears in the Inform 7 Cloak of Darkness in Figure 3.5.
Basically people put on cloaks to wear them, but hang cloaks on brass hooks.
This potentially could be time consuming to write rules for all the alternatives, but
consider the Inform 6 version of the above rule (in Figure 3.6).
While some diehard programmers may consider natural language programming
too verbose and less powerful than an object-oriented oriented approach, they would
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Figure 3.4: A screenshot of Inform 7 showing the natural language 'source code'
the Cloak of Darkness [37]

Understand "hang [something held] on [something]" as putting it on.

Figure 3.5: Rule Example in Inform7 from Cloak of Darkness [37]

Include "Grammar";
Verb 'hang *

* held * on' noun

-> PutOn;

Figure 3.6: Rule Example in Inform6 from Cloak of Darkness [37]
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be happy to know that Inform 7 supports the ability use Inform 6 code in its projects
[28].

TELL THE STORY IN YOUR OWN WORDS is one of three sub-patterns in EV
ERYONE HAS A STORY TO TELL. The other two, possibly complementary, patterns
in design are: BIND THE STORY and IT GOES SOMETHING LIKE THIS.

3.4.4

BIND THE STORY

Discussed in EVERYONE HAS A STORY TO TELL and TELL THE STORY IN YOUR
OWN WORDS was the need for a higher-level representation of the code and how
natural language may be used in lieu of programming languages, respectively. The
organization of the code and environment is addressed in BIND THE STORY.
While the work of creating an interactive narrative is similar to that of writing a
program, the motivations and criteria for success have a different emphasis than for
programs. An interactive narrative has a structure, often branching, and the writer
will often want to read through the various story paths of the IN. In particular, it is
desirable for each story path to have the proper pacing, flow and stylistic consistency.
Remember that a story, as experienced by the player, is simply one of the paths
through the structure of the interactive narrative.
Just as the language of the story should be more like a story and less like a
program, so too must the STORYTELLER'S CORNER support the process followed by
the content author in a way more suitable to the work and space of story-telling.
The visibility and understandability of the environment and story language within
axe important.

The environment for creating interactive narratives is typically orga
nized like a programming environment, but the users are typically creative
writers and not programmers.
Therefore: Employ story metaphors to help with the structure of work
in story design and the organization of story elements in the authoring
tool.
By leveraging concepts in the domain of stories and drama, the creation of in
teractive narratives can be less arduous and more intuitive for the author. In the
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interface of Inform 7, Nelson intentionally uses a book metaphor, where a project is
a single book and the file system view of resources has been removed entirely [70].
In Figure 3.4, we see a book with the source code on the left, written in a natural
language divided into paragraphs, with the results of the natural language code dis
played on the right. The tree diagram illustrates the overall structure of the narrative
and one path through the structure is a story as experienced by the player. Few pro
gramming concepts are required to understand the interface. The paragraphs provide
a story-like way of breaking up the natural language code.
The use of metaphor can be seen in end-user development environments for other
domains. The canonical example is LabVIEW, a diagram-based programming envi
ronment used to create control programs for electronic equipment. LabVIEW employs
a wiring metaphor where block diagrams are the basis of the source code, leveraging
the skills already possessed by engineers and scientists in that domain [67]. Another
example of metaphor use is found in a software system that uses robotic agents on vir
tual tracks to program the behaviour of actual robots [22]. In addition to metaphor,
these end-user environments are employing visual programming techniques, a much
higher-level representation of the underlying code.
A conceivable disadvantage is that the use of metaphor in a design tool may
seem contrived. For example, the designers of Inform 7 notably did not rename the
menu item 'Debug', a technical term, as something that fit perfectly with the book
metaphor. Debugging is the act of finding and correcting the errors, or bugs, in
a program. Debugging is different than reading through a story to see if it makes
sense or even play-testing an interactive story (the Rim command in Inform 7). A
debugging tool finds errors in logic and syntax automatically and informs the user of
the errors. Implicitly, the designers of Inform 7 say: adopt aspects of other metaphors
when such aspects are needed but cannot be accurately portrayed in the main story
book metaphor.

3.4.5

IT GOES SOMETHING LIKE THIS

Often the terminology used in an authoring environment is borrowed from pro
gramming environments. Would-be authors of interactive narratives may not be
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familiar with technical terms, error codes and programming commands. The intent
of providing the terms and codes is to help and, in order to help, they must be
understandable.
The supporting environment for creation of interactive narrative content is similar
in nature to that for supporting software development in that one manages static 'text'
that is stored and later used to produce dynamic behaviour. But the vocabulary for
managing all this text has grown up within software development is unfamiliar to
story-tellers.

Environments provided to create interactive narratives contain termi
nology from programming, but the users are non-programmers and do not
understand the terminology.
Therefore: In the authoring tool, use terminology that either relates to
story creation or that is less technical in nature.
By incorporating terminology from the domain of the stories and drama, the
creation of interactive narratives may be more intuitive for the author. The author
will be more inclined to use commands that sound less technically intimidating, and
will be more likely to understand the error messages.
The use of technical terms and commands is indicative of the evolution of author
ing tools from programming environments to higher-level story-creation environments,
as previously illustrated with Inform 6 and Inform 7. While Inform 7 does keep the
term 'Debug' as it doesn't seem to have a story-related equivalent, it does minimize
the technical nature of error messages, themselves. Inform 7 provides a different
type of error message, called a 'problem', that is not like a traditional programming
compiler error. Problems make reference to sections and chapters, not lines numbers,
and make liberal use of quotations in order to make suggestions as why the problem
occurred. In addition, the compile-run command in Inform 7 is labeled simply 'Go',
a much more friendly term to a non-programmer [70].
In the Fagade architecture (in addition to the ABL language, an animation en
gine and an interpreter for natural language input) there is a 'drama manager' that
"sequences dramatic beats" [61] where beats are a basic unit of measurement in a
story. The use of beats is both a use of IT GOES SOMETHING LIKE THIS, dealing
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Figure 3.7: The top portion of the first page of a pen-and-paper D&D Character
Sheet [102]
with beats as a unit of measurement, and also an example of BIND THE STORY, as
it adopts the beat as a drama metaphor.
In the Adrift architecture [107], the Adrift Generator and the Adrift Runner will
appear to a programmer like a compiler and interpreter, respectively. 'Generator' and
'runner' are much more understandable and operational terms for non-programmers.
An example of a system that employs all three sub-patterns of EVERYONE HAS
A STORY To TELL is the Neverwinter Nights Aurora Toolset. As previously men
tioned, Neverwinter Nights makes use of the d20 System for character advancement
and statistics and as a basis for conflict resolution. Following suit, the Aurora Toolset
allows authors to create encounters and creatures whose attributes are similar to the
pen-and-pencil version of Dungeons and Dragons. Creating and editing the statistics
of a creature or character in the Aurora Toolset is a familiar exercise for those knowl
edgeable in d20 System and Dungeons and Dragons. The similarity is illustrated in
Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8.
The Aurora Toolset employs the pattern BIND THE STORY in its use of a pen-andpaper style D&D character sheet as a metaphor for creature and character creation.
Closely related is the use of the pattern IT GOES SOMETHING LIKE THIS in the
Aurora Toolset. An 'encounter' is the terminology used for a group of creatures or
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am-. I

Figure 3.8: Creature Properties screen from the Aurora Toolset
characters that a player will meet and interact with at a particular point in the game.
In the toolset, such a grouping of creatures is still called an encounter. The use
of IT GOES SOMETHING LIKE THIS helps keep the pen-and-paper metaphor intact.
While the Aurora Toolset does have elements of programmatic scripting, the dialogues
themselves are written in the form of statements and responses as they would appear
in the game, organized in a branching tree structure. This is a step in the direction
of implementing TELL THE STORY IN YOUR OWN WORDS.
A possible disadvantage is the temptation for contrived use or overuse of this
pattern. For example, 'Debug' is a term that does not seem to have a story-related
equivalent, but is still used in Inform 7. To force a term to be domain-specific might
cause confusion or a loss in meaning.

3.4.6

ALL STORYTELLING IS RETELLING

It is common for authors to re-use the components, characters and resources in
their stories. Both ALL STORYTELLING IS RETELLING and TRADING STORIES
address the organization of story components and their portability, respectively.
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It is a difficult task to keep track of story resources, such as characters, compo
nents, text, titles, names and scripts. The problem is compounded by keeping track
of multiple versions of the same resource, their locations and all the relevant details
an author needs to know to effectively re-use. This places a mental burden upon the
author or leads to the adoption of an informal secondary notation.

It is hard to keep track story resources, especially multiple versions and
across multiple stories.
Therefore: Provide a common library of resources, preferably one that
allows the addition of custom or edited content.
If you provide the environment for authors to create their own custom stories,
then the environment should also provide a means of accessing common content and a
place to store, access and organize custom content. Libraries allow authors to quickly
access and add the common components to their interactive narratives. Libraries
are common in programming, and axe explicitly supported in environments such as
NetBeans IDE and Visual Studio.
In the Neveruointer Nights Aurora Toolset, there is a library that game authors
may use to access the blueprints for objects, creatures and map features that they may
wish to use in their project. The blueprints make adding a dwarf to their environment
quick and simple, as opposed to programming 100 lines of code for the "threatening
little dwarf" as done in the Inform 6 implementation of the classic interactive fiction,
Advent [69].
A programmer may recognize a blueprint as a class and the use of a blueprint to
create a dwarf in the environment as an instance of a class (an object). This domainspecific language is not required to convey the meaning of what is stored in libraries.
The term library seems to be adequately domain-neutral. The blueprint is a simple
enough concept to understand: two buildings may be built from the same blueprint.
The model used in the Aurora Toolset is more similar to Alexander's pattern 205
STRUCTURE FOLLOWS SOCIAL SPACES [3], as it allows the user to edit existing
blueprints to create objects and creatures that are unique to the story.
Disadvantages include the need to keep track of versions of resources and enforcing
the distinction between a template (a class or blueprint) and an instance of the
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template (an object). The edit properties screen, for example, in the Aurora Toolset
for a template is almost exactly the same as the edit properties screen for an instance
of the template. There is no visual indication, once in the edit properties screen, of
whether the user is editing a template for the creature or an actual placement of a
specific creature within the game world. Tracking versions of templates is left up to
the user and is achieved by copying old templates and renaming them as new ones.
Because characters and objects in a story change throughout the course of the story,
over several modules for example, it would be most helpful to provide a means not
only store these characters and objects but to also help keep track the changes or
versions.
In addition, once an instance is edited, the only way to copy it is to right-click on
the instance and "add to palette". This then creates a class from the edited instance
from which more instances could then be created. This is rather awkward and is
forcing the user to conform to a class-based programming model.
One lesser known programming paradigm, called prototype programming, may
be a viable substitute for the concepts of classes and objects, at least as they are
presented to the user in the Aurora Toolset. In the simplest prototype programming
language model, an object consists of a state and behavior and is completely selfcontained. Messages are sent to the object to request information about or change its
state and behavior. To make a copy of the object, the object's state and behavior are
copied, but there is no more relationship between the original and the copied object.
This simple model would be expanded to include classification and to facilitate mass
updates. This type of programming is suitable for visual programming, especially for
less experienced users [78].

3.4.7

TRADING STORIES

While ALL STORYTELLING IS RETELLING addresses the organization of story
components for re-use, the sub-pattern TRADING STORIES addresses how story com
ponents are shared. Authors of interactive narratives want to share their stories and
the components of their stories with one another. Locating, importing from other
computers and exporting story resources to other locations may be difficult.
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It is difficult or costly to re-create the same resources in different stories
or in different locations.
Therefore: Provide a means to import and export resources, thus sup
porting re-use, portability and the ability to share components of stories.
This is a logical extension of ALL STORYTELLING IS RETELLING, populating
libraries with the content of others, and is illustrated by the large communities of
interactive narrative players and writers that support resource libraries on the web.
The Neverwinter Nights Vault community is an example of this pattern, given
that the Aurora Toolset also supports the importing and exporting of custom objects,
encounters and creatures.
Adrift supports the import and export of modules and object scripts from one
adventure to another. Wizards control the importing of objects to ensure that the
scripting code matches that of the target adventure, and offers corrections to ensure
that everything works as planned.
Designers should consider including a means to keep track of the components
inside the exported resource. This could take the form of a secondary notation [45]
system that is attached to an exported resource file, or the ability to browse and peek
inside resources. A risk of sharing resources, especially over the web, is that with
any file-based sharing system: you never really know what you are going to get. The
risks are mitigated through the use of techniques similar to those used in anti-virus
software, and by the nature of the self-policing communities that support the tool.

3.4.8

READ IT BACK TO ME

During the design process, authors commonly check their stories for errors, read
through their creations to refresh their memories or to see if it reads properly. This
is done continuously throughout the creation of the story.

Reading and re-reading a story throughout creation is common and
often time-consuming.
Therefore: Provide a means to run the story within the STORYTELLER'S
CORNER.
Similar to the code-test cycle performed by programmers of software, authors of
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interactive narratives will desire to run their creations during the design process for
a variety of reasons.
The most common reasons include testing (does my source code actually do what
I want it to do?), debugging (are there any syntax or logic errors when I rim it?),
refreshing one's memory (where did I leave off last?), exploratory (what happens when
I do this?) or simply wishing to view the latest part of their creation as a player in
the story.
As seen in Figure 3.4, Inform 7 has a 'Debug' menu as well as 'Go' buttons
that allow the user to readily play through the narrative created from their natural
language source code. The 'Go' catches and notifies of any syntax errors, as previously
discussed. The 'Replay' and 'Play to Here' buttons give the authors the flexibility
to continue play from different points in the storyline. These are not unlike the
debugging, steps, watches and testing performed in programming environments like
NetBeans IDE or Visual Studio.
The Aurora Toolset allows authors to run the module that they are working on,
even if it is not complete. They may only, however, run a game module from the
beginning. The consequence of supporting this design is that the system must have
a strong sense of IN structures and story states. The Aurora Toolset does not. We
examine this tool and discuss its limitations in Chapter 4.

3.5

Conclusion

With respect to serious game design, these patterns still apply. Whereas for entertain
ment games, this is all about building and supporting a community, for serious games
this is about supporting creative writers and non-programmers, often subject matter
experts in small organizations. STORYTELLER'S CORNER is the authoring tool that
the user would use to leverage an existing game's engine and graphics libraries to cre
ate their own serious game content. EVERYONE HAS A STORY TO TELL begins to
address the support need, for serious games, to open interactive narrative scripting to
non-programmers. This pattern is broken down into three sub-patterns: TELL THE
STORY IN YOUR OWN WORDS, BIND THE STORY, IT GOES SOMETHING LIKE
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THIS that address the use of natural language, metaphor and story terms, respec
tively, to help the non-programmer use and understand the scripting environment.
ALL STORYTELLING IS RETELLING, and READ IT BACK To ME address two ways
in which the serious game author needs to be supported, namely by providing easy
access to story and game world objects and the ability to iterate through creations
as they are being built. TRADING STORIES addresses the serious game author's need
to share game resources and custom content.
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Chapter 4
Assessment of a Commercial Tool
4.1

Introduction
In order to study and understand the support required for scripting interactive

narratives, we conducted a study of a sophisticated tool. In this chapter, we present
our research goal, examine and illustrate two frameworks in HCI and explain how
they are used. We combine these two frameworks to conduct a study of a commercial
end-user game development tool. And finally we present the results of the study and
our conclusions.
In this section, we present our results of a Cognitive Dimensions of Notations
[43, 44, 45] analysis, applied to Neverwinter Nights Aurora Toolset, a game scripting
tool packaged with a successful video game. We borrowed from the approach used
in Nielsen's heuristic evaluation [65, 75, 72, 73] in the application of the Cognitive
Dimensions of Notations. The Cognitive Dimension of Notations framework itself,
the advantages of this approach over heuristic evaluation and how we borrowed from
Nielsen's work are discussed below.

4.2

Research Goal
The goal here is to examine a game scripting tool to increase our understanding of

game scripting and the support required from such a tool. This is achieved by using a
framework from human-computer interaction that grounds opinions and observations
in recognized usability principles. Admittedly, the intent of the study is not to ex
haustively find all usability issues with a particular tool, as one might perform during
beta-testing or a re-design phase. Nielsen shows that this would have required at least
5 expert evaluators to find about 75% of the usability problems [72, 73]. Instead, we
are interested in examining the scripting tool of a successful commercial video game
44
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to capture salient ideas on the support required during the highly iterative process of
creating interactive narratives. Vizri [104] conducted experiments that show there is
no significant difference in either the number of usability problems found or the type
of usability problems found when using low-fidelity vs. high fidelity prototypes (or
the actual product) in studies that employ usability inspection techniques.

4.3

The Commercial Game and Tool
BioWare's Neverwinter Nights [10] is a computer role-playing game with a fantasy

theme, set in the popular Dungeons and Dragons [46] campaign world of the Forgotten
Realms. The game has a heavy interactive narrative component, with much of the
game driven by dialogue between the player's character and the non-player characters
in the game.
The game mechanic used in the game is based on the d20 System, used in the
third edition rule set for Dungeons and Dragons [101]. A game mechanic consists of
the rules used to determine outcomes of actions in a game, where the abilities and
statistics of the characters and opponents, along with environmental factors, influence
the probabilistic outcomes of those actions. Dungeons and Dragons is a game that is
played on a table top, with pencils, paper, dice and often small figurines.
The commercial video game, Neverwinter Nights, was released with a toolset,
called the Neverwinter Nights Aurora Toolset, which allows users to construct their
own custom game worlds. The game allows the game author to act as the dungeon
master, part storyteller, part referee, as other players play through their creations.
Since its release in 2002, there have been six premium modules released by BioWare,
two expansion packs and a number of editions. In 2006, Neverwinter Nights 2 was
released. Contributing to the success of the game was the ability to play online
with up to 64 people and the ability to create persistent worlds on servers, creating
essentially a small multi-player online role-playing experience.
In addition to its commercial success, the Neverwinter Nights Aurora Toolset itself
has been utilized in serious games research. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Jenkins and
a team at MIT used this toolset to build professional-looking serious games about
American history with a low budget and a small team [31].
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Following the lead Jenkin's team at MIT, Dormann et.al. also used the Never
winter Nights Aurora Toolset to create games that support informal learning about
Antarctica [32]. Anecdotally, those involved in the project indicated some difficulties
in using the toolset. We turned to Cognitive Dimensions of Notations to provide
constructive means of examining the toolset and understanding any possible short
comings.

4.4

Heuristic Evaluation
Molich and Nielsen's heuristic evaluation is a "usability engineering method" [72]

used to find usability issues in the design of a user interface. The method involves
a small group of evaluators examining the given user interface independently and
taking notes. Afterwards, a collaborative session is held and the individual notes are
compared.
Evaluators normally make use of background information, list of tasks, use cases
or scenarios, to work with the user interface. During the independent evaluations, the
evaluators use a standard set of phrases representing "recognized usability principles"
[73], called usability heuristics, as reference points for describing or explaining the
issues found in the user interface.
Many usability heuristics for good design have been identified, but the general
method does not advocate which ones to use. Nielsen, however, does offer a general
set of widely used usability heuristics [73]:

• Visibility of system status
• Match between system and the real world
• User control and freedom
• Consistency and standards

• Error prevention
• Recognition rather than recall
• Flexibility and efficiency of use
• Aesthetic and minimalist design
• Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors
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• Help and documentation

Each usability heuristic is normally accompanied by a short description. For
example, Nielsen presents the first usability heuristic from the above list as follows
[73]:

Visibility of system status: The system should always keep users informed
about what is going on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable
time.

Due to the succinct and operational nature of the heuristic phrases, the descrip
tions do not seem to be necessary beyond the first reading. This is one advantage
of this approach. Another is that the reference points ground an evaluator's obser
vations and opinions in the perspective of recognized usability principles. A third
is that heuristic evaluation leverages inspection, placing it apart from prior observa
tional techniques.
Our idea here is to take this type of heuristic evaluation approach and apply it
as a method to studying game scripting tools. Unfortunately, the usability heuris
tics typically used in heuristic evaluation are much too general for the evaluation of
an authoring tool for game scripting. Cognitive Dimensions of Notations, however,
concentrates on notational systems. Notational systems are a special class of inter
face that involve a rich investment by the user, often have delayed feedback and are
usually intended for long-term use. The Neverwinter Nights Aurora Toolset is much
more than just a user interface; it is a notational system.
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4.5

Cognitive Dimensions of Notations

4.5.1

Introduction

Cognitive Dimensions of Notations is a "framework for describing the usability of
notational systems [...] and information artifacts" [12]. Examples of notational sys
tems include spreadsheet programs like Excel, game scripting tools like the Neverwin
ter Nights Aurora Toolset, and ten-codes used by emergency personnel. Information
artifacts are "self-contained notational systems". Examples of information artifacts
include cellular telephones, portable media players (like the iPod, and the Zune) and
the controls for an air conditioner [12].
Cognitive Dimensions of Notations is similar to heuristic evaluation in that the
goal is to identify usability issues with the given program. Cognitive Dimensions
of Notations also provides a list of terms and phrases vocabulary, called cognitive
dimensions or just dimensions, to be used by designers and evaluators. These dimen
sions, however, lead to discussions about the "implications of [...] design decisions"
[12]. The implications are expressed as trade-offs, as the phrases are dimensional
and a change in the degree of one dimension of a system will have effects upon other
dimensions [45, 44, 43, 12].
While heuristic evaluation typically requires fully developed designs or mock-ups,
Cognitive Dimensions of Notations may be employed at any stage of design and
development. Problems can then be addressed as they are found (Green, 1998). In
addition, the accompanying tools, aids or notations to the system being studied are
also considered in a Cognitive Dimensions of Notations evaluation [43].
Furthermore, Green and Blackwell provide examples, illustrations, remedies, trade
offs and workarounds for most of the dimensions (Green and Blackwell, 1998). In other
words, the Cognitive Dimensions of Notations method not only provides a checklist
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of usability issues, but provides helpful information on how to successfully navigate,
circumvent or mitigate the problems.
Green introduced Cognitive Dimensions of Notations in 1989 as a method to make
comparisons between dissimilar interfaces and languages [45]. Green and Petre used
the Cognitive Dimensions of Notations framework to compare three very different
visual programming tools: Basic, Lab VIEW and Prograph [44]. In an online tu
torial, Green and Blackwell give detailed descriptions of the dimensions, trade-offs
and known workarounds [43]. Blackwell presents a "state of the nation view" of on
going Cognitive Dimensions activities, including a introduction, a summary of the
dimensions in use and the rules a dimension must follow [12].
The essential rules are: a cognitive dimension is directional, like an axis. For
example, something in relation to the dimension Visibility could be described as
having a low, moderate or high Visibility. Also, cognitive dimensions should neither
always good nor bad [45, 12]. Other important criteria for suitable dimensions include
orthogonality (no two dimensions should describe the same phenomenon), granularity
(dimensions must tackle problems at a similar scale) and naming convention (in as few
words as possible, neutral, technical and accessible). Blackwell admits that creating
new dimensions and names for them is difficult at best [12].

4.5.2

The Dimensions

The proposed cognitive dimensions are as follows [12]:

• VISCOSITY: Resistance to Change
• VISIBILITY: Ability to View Components Easily
• PREMATURE COMMITMENT: Constraints in the Order of Doing Things
• HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES: Important Links between Entities Are Not Visible
• ROLE-EXPRESSIVENESS: The Purpose of an Entity Is Readily Inferred
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• ERROR-PRONENESS: The Notation Invites Mistakes and the System Gives Lit
tle Protection
• ABSTRACTION: Types and Availability of Abstraction Mechanisms
• SECONDARY NOTATION: Extra Information in Means Other Than Formal Syn
tax
• CLOSENESS OF MAPPING: Closeness of Representation to Domain
• CONSISTENCY: Similar Semantics Are Expressed in Similar Syntactic Forms
• DIFFUSENESS: Verbosity of Language
• HARD MENTAL OPERATIONS: High Demand on Cognitive Resources
• PROVISIONALLY: Degree of Commitment to Actions or Marks
• PROGRESSIVE EVALUATION: Work-to-Date Can Be Checked at Any Time

4.5.3

The Activities

The dimensions are not used in a vacuum; the designer or evaluator makes notes on
the dimensional characteristics of a notational system or information artifact while
considering the activity of the user. Blackwell and Green define four types of activi
ties: incrementation, transcription, modification and exploratory design [43].

Activity: Incrementation
Definition: Adding further information without altering the structure in any way
Example 1: Adding a new card to a card-file
Example 2: Adding a formula to a spreadsheet
Activity: Transcription
Definition: Copying content from one structure to another structure
Example 1: Copying book details to an index card
Example 2: Converting a formula into spreadsheet terms
Activity: Modification
Definition: Changing an existing structure, possibly without adding new content
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Example 1: Changing the index terms in a library catalogue
Example 2: Changing the layout of a spreadsheet
Example 3: Modifying a spreadsheet to compute a different problem
Activity: Exploratory Design
Definition: Combining incrementation and modification with the additional
characteristic that the desired end state is not known in advance
Example 1: Typographic design
Example 2: Sketching

4.5.4

Activity Profiles and Workarounds

In Green and Blackwell's work, the cognitive relevance of the above activities is
discussed with respect to some of the dimensions and they include activity profiles
for each [43]. To illustrate, we consider the two dimensions, HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES
and PREMATURE COMMITMENT, and their activity profiles.
The HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES dimension is defined as "Important Links between
Entities Are Not Visible" [12] and as "a relationship between two components such
that one of them is dependent on the other, but the dependency is not fully visible"
[43]. An example of a system with a high degree of HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES is a
spreadsheet program. In the activity profile for HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES, Green and
Blackwell conclude that HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES have little effect upon the activi
ties of incrementation and transcription, except when mistakes are copied. Modifying
structure is often harmful, however, in systems with a high degree of HIDDEN DE
PENDENCIES. Continuing with the spreadsheet example, changing a formula may
have unforeseen ramifications elsewhere in the spreadsheet [43]. The problem stems
from the design of spreadsheets, with formulas and data flow being mostly hidden
from the user. This particular problem is examined at length by Igarashi [50] and
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Panko [82],
Also included in the activity profile are common workarounds. Possible workarounds
to systems with high degree of HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES include highlighting different
information, providing visual cues when changes are made and providing additional
tools for support [43]. Such workarounds are not always necessary, however. Design
costs, trade-offs and the nature of the activity and the user may justify certain degrees
of HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES. For example, simple unidirectional hyperlinks of HTML
are still used. This means web designers and administrators rely upon additional
tools, such as services provided by search engines, to tally the number of back-links
to their sites despite the existence of the XML linking language, XLink, which makes
multidirectional links between web resources possible [30]. In other words, HTML
remains widely used and understood.
PREMATURE COMMITMENT is defined as "Constraints in the Order of Doing
Things" [12] and "constraints on the order of doing things force the user to make
decisions before the proper information is available" [43]. In the activity profile
for PREMATURE COMMITMENT, Green and Blackwell state that a high degree of
PREMATURE COMMITMENT is usually harmful with respect to all four activities.
PREMATURE COMMITMENT also includes the cases where users are forced to look
ahead in ways that are cognitively expensive [43]. When a designer has a differing
idea from the user on the natural order of actions, this often constitutes a problem
which may be explained by a high degree of PREMATURE COMMITMENT [43].
A simple example of a system with high degree of PREMATURE COMMITMENT is

a cafeteria where the customer is presented with a choice of utensils before entering
the serving area and thus knowing what is on the menu. Known workarounds to
a high degree of PREMATURE COMMITMENT are decoupling, ameliorating and deconstraining [43]. De-coupling suggests using an intermediate stage. An intermediate
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stage in our simple example might be to post a menu outside the entrance to serving
area, near the utensil rack. But what if the customer changes their mind? Ameliora
tion involves making bad guesses less costly to the user, which is essentially reducing
the VISCOSITY of the system (see the dimension, VISCOSITY, above). Moving the
utensil rack into the serving area may ameliorate the high degree of PREMATURE
COMMITMENT. Unfortunately, cafeterias have lines and this may create poor traffic
flow depending on the layout. De-constraining (or removing the constraints on the
order of the actions) is another possibility. The utensil rack could be moved beyond
the serving area altogether, close to the seating area, allowing people to get uten
sils at any time. Of course, the utensil rack should be visible (see the dimension,
VISIBILITY) to the customers from the serving area.
The activity profile for PREMATURE COMMITMENT states that a high degree is
harmful under all activities, which is a violation to the guidelines for a 'good' cognitive
dimension [43]. Is it ever a good thing to be forced to make a decision before having
the information necessary to make the right decision? Possible weaknesses of the
framework, however, are the terms used for the dimensions themselves. Probably due
to the requirements upon their names, the cognitive dimensions seem less accessible
than the operational terms of heuristic evaluation. To overcome this, Green and Petre
provide helpful questions for each cognitive dimension. PREMATURE COMMITMENT
and HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES are presented in their work as follows [44]:
HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES: IS every dependency overtly indicated in
both directions? Is the indication perceptual or only symbolic?

PREMATURE COMMITMENT: DO programmers have to make decisions
before they have the information they need?
These thumbnail descriptions provide evaluators with pre-made questions to ask
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themselves when investigating a notational system or information artifact. Also in
their work, Green and Petre introduce the idea of 'straw tests' or measures of time
that it takes to complete an action with respect to particular dimensions. They use
this technique on a small set of dimensions to quickly and inexpensively compare
three visual programming languages [44].

4.6

Study Setup

4.6.1

Select Task List

A set of online tutorials on module construction was selected as scenarios of typical
use. The result of following the tutorials is a playable module, including three areas
to explore: a town, an inn and a mine. The tutorial set was divided as follows [64]:

• Tutorial 1: introduces the New Module and New Area wizards and explains
how to paint terrain.
• Tutorial 2: expands on the terrain painting skills learned in the previous tutorial
and introduces new area manipulation commands. Painting and editing game
objects is also covered.
• Tutorial 3: in addition to introducing doors, this tutorial completes the terrain
painting lessons by explaining how to link areas together.
• Tutorial 4: describes the difference between the standard and custom palettes
and demonstrates the different ways to create custom blueprints.
• Tutorial 5: explains Factions and introduces the Faction Editor in the Toolset.
In addition, two new factions and a new creature blueprint will be created.
• Tutorial 6: introduces the Journal and Conversation Editors.
• Tutorial 7: discusses item creation and merchants.
• Tutorial 8: introduces ways to manipulate area lighting and sound settings.
• Tutorial 9: introduces the NWScript language and the Toolset's Script Editor.

The specifics of each tutorial will be described as required in the analysis section.
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4.6.2

Select the Dimensions

A subset of all dimensions was selected in our Cognitive Dimensions of Notations
analysis. A smaller set of dimensions is not only permitted but preferred, as it allows
designers and evaluators to spend time on areas of interest. The result is a streamlined
usability profile for the notational system [12]. The reasons behind each selection are
presented here.
As previously mentioned, PREMATURE COMMITMENT is considered harmful with
respect to all four activities and much of the work to be performed in the tutorial
is akin to computer programming and the tool is in many respects like a program
ming environment. Green and Petre note with respect to programming "the order
of working should be left up to the programmer, not prescribed by the environment"
[44]. Programmers, while programming, frequently change the level of abstraction
and textual order as they write code. It was surmised that this would be no different
with game building. Modification is a common activity. It therefore is prudent to
include a dimension that addresses potentially harmful effects with modification.
HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES are worth considering because of the many links between
game resources, story elements and dialogue as experienced during game play.
VISCOSITY is an important dimension to consider, due to the nature of the tool
as an editor. And "How much effort is required to perform a single change?" [44] is
a valid question.
Despite their orthogonality, some dimensions seem closely related. VISIBILITY
is closely related to PREMATURE COMMITMENT and HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES, and
was thus selected as well.
Because of the iterative nature of game building and because game modules can
be quite expansive, it is of interest to consider the dimension PROGRESSIVE EVAL
UATION and to answer the question: can "work-to-date can be checked at any time"
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[44] by executing partially complete modules [43]? CONSISTENCY is often desirable
in user interfaces. This dimension was not initially selected, but was later added as
issues were found.
A designer of the Aurora Toolset writes [106]: The idea behind the creation of the
Toolset is to allow one of the most important aspects of pen and paper Dungeons and
Dragons to come to life on your computer — module building.
CLOSENESS OF MAPPING was selected to determine what "programming tricks"
[44] need to be learned by world-builders to create adventures, creatures and encoun
ters. Creating a Dungeons and Dragons adventure normally requires no programming
skills.
Dungeon, for instance, is a magazine that publishes pre-made gaining scenaxios,
called modules or adventures, for use by game masters of Dungeons and Dragons
[33]. A design guide located in the submission guidelines document for the magazine
indicates the important parts of a Dungeons and Dragons adventure [34], Some of
the essential elements of an adventure include an introduction, a background for the
adventure, a plot synopsis, a plot hook, descriptions of the creatures the players
will encounter, descriptions of the areas they will explore, how to award experience
points and a conclusion that discusses possible consequences for adventure's outcome.
Optional parts include custom treasure, read-aloud text, traps, tactics, how to adapt
the adventure to specific campaign settings and future developments to the campaign
world.
The adventure writer must have knowledge of the game mechanics to fill out
templates called 'stat blocks' for monsters, non-players characters, cities, objects
and traps. These templates are the closest thing to computer programming that an
adventure writer must do. It could be then argued that any additional programming
requirement constitutes a usability problem.
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In all fairness, however, in table-top role-playing games, it is the job of the game
master (also known as the dungeon master or referee) to breathe life into these 'stat
blocks', to describe what the player character senses, to control the actions of the nonplayer characters and monsters and often to supply ad-hoc, improvisational dialogue.
The 'improv'-like nature of the game does not translate well into a video game [26, 41].
For now, we will consider "programming tricks" to constitute a usability problem if
the system offers poor, little or no support.

4.7

Equipment

The following items were used in this study:
• A laptop computer running Windows XP Professional with Neverwinter Nights
Diamond Edition (which includes the Neverwinter Nights Aurora Toolset) in
stalled.
• A list of the selected dimensions, including their thumbnail descriptions.
• A list of other dimensions, including their thumbnail descriptions. These are
kept on hand in the case a problem is found that was better described by an
unselected dimension.
• Paper, pen and a word processor for note-taking and to store screen captures.

4.8

Procedure
The evaluation began with reviewing the dimensional terms and browsing the tu

torial. Borrowing from heuristic evaluation, we followed the task list and the nine
parts of the tutorial were worked through at the our own pace, using Neverwinter
Nights Aurora Toolset. While working through the tutorial, we took notes, describ
ing in detail any inconsistencies, problems and difficulties encountered, as well as
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Dimension Dimension
Level

SECONDARY High
NOTATION

VISIBILITY

Low

Issue Description or Contributing factor,
possible design deci
Thumbnail
sion or feature re
sponsible
Comments about an ex Import / Export fea
ported resource are only ture
available at end of import
process
Cannot view resources in Import / Export fea
side exported file without ture
importing

Table 4.1: A Sample of Observational Notes by Dimension

observations that provided insight into the implications of the design. Each observa
tion was either described using the cognitive dimensions or attributed to a cognitive
dimension.
Further analysis involved all results being summarized and tabulated by dimen
sion, degree, and the most likely contributing factor, feature or possible design deci
sion involved. This is process is very similar to, and is borrowed from, the inductive
process of building an affinity diagram in Contextual Design [9].
For example, Table 4.1 shows two observational notes, coded by the same con
tributing factor.
Placing codified notes in a table allows individual notes to be grouped together
quickly by sorting the contributing factor column. From the table, and the groupings
of the notes, interpretations are made and possible solutions axe expressed. Not only
is it a tidy summary, the table can serve as a quick lookup chart for any redesign
or future design considerations. On successive iterations, one may also add 'priority'
and 'severity' columns to the table to help make decisions on which items to address.
Using an inductive approach to build such a table is our small, but novel contribution.
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4.9

The Neverwinter Nights Model
Like many games, Neverwinter Nights has a software component called a game

engine that renders graphics and handles game elements such as interactions, sounds
and art. The engine is called the Aurora Engine. A game engine communicates with
game scripts (that define interactions between player actions and game objects) via
game events. The main advantage of a 'game engine' architecture is reuse. Once a
game engine is in place, development efforts can concentrate on creating content (or
game scripts).
Using the Neverwinter Nights Aurora Toolset, the user creates 'modules' that
may be read and rendered by the Aurora engine. These modules contain the maps,
creatures and dialogue that axe in a particular adventure. The module file itself
contains the scripts that define the game objects and their interactions. Each module
is a .mod file. A .mod file encapsulates other files that in turn contain scripts for
factions, journals, encounters, creatures, conversations, stores, items, situated objects
(door and place-able object), sound objects, common game structures, palettes, areas,
triggers, waypoints and multiple language support. Each type of script has its own
format.
The Neverwinter Nights Aurora Toolset assists the user in creating scripts that
populate the encapsulated parts of the module file. In some instances, the assistance
is graphical (such as with painting areas) or through the use of template-like forms
(like in creature creation). When the build command is used, the Aurora Toolset
generates the scripts that populate the parts of the .mod file. In many parts of the
Aurora Toolset, however, manual scripting is still required and is an essential skill in
creating adventures [80]. An encapsulated resource file (.erf) is another file format
used to pack multiple game-related scripts together. These files, .mod and .erf, are
BioWare's way of packing multiple script files into a single file.
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Figure 4.1: Screenshot of the Neverwinter Nights Aurora Toolset
The main difference between .mod and .erf files is that .mod files may be loaded
and run by the game engine as a complete module. An .erf file contains game scripts,
but is not executable. The user encounters .erf files when they export resources from
a module, to be imported into another module.

4.10

Neverwinter Nights Aurora Toolset

The user interface of the Aurora Toolset is divided into four areas [106]:
A) Toolbar: commands, preferences and menus.
B) Palette: a hierarchy of content that may be added to a module. These include
tiles, creatures, objects, doors and other objects. These are often referred to as
blueprints in the tutorial.
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C) Module Content: a hierarchy of objects that have been added to the module.
D) Area Display: the area that shows the currently selected axea and where objects
from the palette are added to the area.

4.11
4.11.1

Results
PREMATURE COMMITEMENT

Constraints on the Order of Doing Things [12]
Do programmers have to make decisions before they have the information they need?
[44]
Starting from scratch, the following constraint is seen: one must create a module
and create an area before they can perform any actions in the toolset. The user is
asked to create a module, provide a name for the module, create and area, provide a
name for the area, select a tile set to be used in that area and decide on the size for
that area. Resizing an area later on, discussed under VISCOSITY, is unfortunately a
complicated task.
While there is a wizard that takes you through the necessary steps to create a
new module, the wizard is not optional. The only way to get around using the wizard
is to load an existing module, otherwise you will end up with an entirely grayed out
screen.
But what if the user simply wants to create a resource (such as a new type of
monster, a specific re-occurring charactcr or a new magic item), but does not know
where or in which module the resource will be used? The only way the system allows
this is to create a module and map in which to house the resource. Later, when the
user decides where to use the resource, they must export it to an .erf file and then
import that file into the desired module. This problem is related to design decisions:
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Figure 4.3: Screenshot of the Aurora Toolset showing the only two valid options at
startup: create a module or open a module.
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custom resources are module specific and a module and all of its constituent parts,
including custom resources, are stored in a single .mod file. The high degree of
PREMATURE COMMITMENT found here, stemming from design decisions, leads to a
discussion about the VISCOSITY of the import and export tasks and the VISIBILITY,
or lack thereof, of resources once exported to an .erf file and the resources in other
modules.

4.11.2

VISIBILITY

Ability to View Components Easily [12]
Systems that bury information in encapsulation reduce visibility [12]
Is every part of the code simultaneously visible (assuming a large enough display), or
is it at least possible to juxtapose any two parts side-by-side at will? If the code is
dispersed, is it at least possible to know in what order to read it? [44]
Continuing from the discussion on PREMATURE COMMITMENT, the user is unable
to view the resources inside an export file without importing it into a module first. The
.erf file can contain multiple resources, but only their names are visible in the prompt
given to the user when choosing which ones to import and potentially overwrite
existing resources with the same name. A given resource in an export file cannot be
viewed or edited until it is imported into a module. To complicate matters, entire
area maps can be exported and imported between modules, but only the instances of
objects (those 'painted' on the area map) are exported; the class-like 'blueprints' for
a given object must explicitly be added to an export. This seems to be an issue with
low CONSISTENCY. One can easily lose track of resources, object names, locations of
blueprints, especially when hundreds of objects and blueprints are spread across even
a handful of modules. Little support is offered to help manage this custom content.
The designers of the tool did try to provide some help, and provided a dialogue
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box to fill in comments about a given collection of resources in an export file, a form of
SECONDARY NOTATION. Unfortunately, the comments are not displayed until after
the file is selected for import, and specific resources axe chosen. Similarly, the user is
unable to view resources located in modules other than the one currently open.
Other VisiBlLlTY-related issues include:

• Once open, there axe few visual cues to differentiate between the edit screens
of an instance and a blueprint; they appear almost identical.
• Local variables are not readily visible or accessible from the main user interface.
The script wizard handles their creation and they are only accessible, after
creation, in scripts.
• The script preview pane in the conversation editor only shows 6 lines of code.
It cannot be expanded through conventional window manipulation.

4.11.3

VISCOSITY

Resistance to Change [12]
How much effort is required to perform a single change? [44]
From the Aurora Toolset, there is no way to add custom resources to the existing
default list of standard resources. That is, custom resources that axe created are
stored in the .mod file of module in which it was created. When a new module is
open, only the default creatures and items, for instance, are available in the Palette
(see Figure 4.1).
In order to share custom resources between modules, one has to export the resource
to a separate file (.erf), load the destination module and then import the resource from
the file. Managing the location of custom resources and versions of those resources
becomes a cumbersome task.
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Figure 4.4: Screenshot of Aurora Toolset showing an area map and its grid of painted
tiles.

Resizing an area map, a common modification activity, also requires effort. An
area's size cannot be adjusted by dragging its borders with the mouse. The resize
command is found in the edit menu and permits the user to modify the width and
height of the map by adding or removing columns.
Through trial-and-error or by reading the warning in the tutorial [64], the user
discovers that columns and rows are added (or removed) from the right-hand and
topmost part of the map, respectively. Trimming or adding tiles to the left or bottom
part of the map requires resetting the camera rotation to the default position, rotating
the area map (which is subtly different from a camera rotation), resizing the map and
rotating the area back to its original position.
The system does warn that deleting rows and columns will delete the items painted
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Figure 4.5: Screenshot of the pop-up dialogue box for resizing an area.
on those tiles. Instead of resizing, new areas can be created and connected by an area
transition if an area proves to be too small or too cumbersome to resize. "An area
transition is the means by which players are transported from one area to another"
and "each area has a default load screen associated with it, based upon its tileset,
which appears when players transition to that area" [64]. Usually, however, a load or
transition in a game indicates a new set of objectives or a new level and may otherwise
ruin the flow of the game.

4.11.4

CONSISTENCY

Similar Semantics Are Expressed in Similar Syntactic Forms [12]
When some of the language has been learnt, how much of the rest can be inferred?
[44]
Problems related to a low level of CONSISTENCY are:
• Inconsistent availability of the Undo command. For example, you cannot undo
an import, but you can undo the resize area command and undo objects painted
on tiles.

• Inconsistent behaviour of the Eraser tool. It erases most terrain tiles, but for
a few types of terrain tiles, like grass tiles, the eraser tool only toggles minor
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variations in the look of the terrain tile.

4.11.5

PROGRESSIVE EVALUATION

Work-to-Date Can Be Checked at Any Time [12]
Can a partially-complete program be executed to obtain feedback on "How am I doing"?
[44]
The build command in the Aurora Toolset generates the necessary scripts for the
.mod file, flagging and notifying the user of any errors it encounters during the build
process. Once built, users can test their creations by executing their modules and
playing through the areas in the modules as a player would. This can also be done
with incomplete modules, allowing for iterative design. There is a major drawback,
however. A creator must play through their module from the beginning. Modules can
be made up with many areas, contain hundreds of items, encounters and creatures.
It is possible to use the same module for multiple quests and storylines. The inability
to choose the point in the story or a game world state to start testing from makes
testing a time-consuming task. The weak concept of state in the Aurora Toolset is
a major factor contributing to this. The Aurora Toolset makes use of programming
scripts that can, but do not always, define variables within them, to determine if game
events have occurred. For example, in the tutorial, a local variable is created to store
a value indicating whether or not a particular non-player character, named Falstadd,
has been talked to before (nFirstTimeTalked). This variable was created in the
Conversation Editor using a Script Wizard. This local variable was then referenced
by a conversation script that was in turn attached to a node in the conversation tree.
A second script was written and attached to another node in the conversation tree.
All this is done to make Falstadd have two different conversations with the player: he
bestows a quest upon first speaking with him and later asks about the quest if spoken
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Figure 4.6: The conversation editor in the Aurora Toolset, showing the contents
of a conversation resource called falstadd and the setting of a local variable called
nFirst Time Talked.
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Figure 4.7: The conversation editor in the Aurora Toolset, showing the contents of a
conversation resource called falstadd and the script used to check the local variable
nFirst Time Talked.
to again. Beyond the Script Wizard's help in creating scripts that defined and made
reference to the local variable, the Aurora Toolset itself is not aware of the variable.
The variable, nFirst Time Talked, is local to Falstadd's conversation only. The
scripts that set and check the variable are only triggered when the conversation is
initiated. The use of a local variable is suitable here, but what if it was desired to
have this variable determine other outcomes in other parts of the adventure? In the
tutorial, a third conversation is created, one that Falstadd has with the character once
the player completes the quest. This one is handled differently, as the quest involves
the recovery of an item (a ring). It must be present in the character's inventory for
the third conversation to be available. When the item was created, it was given a
unique identifier or tag. The conversation script is used to check the inventory of the
character. No local variable is used.
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Figure 4.8: Close-up of the conversation tree for the non-player character labeled
falstadd.
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Figure 4.9: Close-up of the script in the conversation editor that checks to see if it is
the first time the player has talked to the non-player character, labeled falstadd.
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Figure 4.10: The conversation editor in the Aurora Toolset, showing the contents of
a conversation resource called falstadd and the script used to check to see if the ring
is in the player's inventory.
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Figure 4.11: There are module specific events that may be defined using scripts. The
highlighted script is ran each time an item is picked up.

A module level script, one that checks to see if the ring has been acquired each
and every time any item is picked up, updates the journal (another encapsulated part
of the .mod file), instructing the player to return to Falstadd once the ring is found.
This is the closest thing to a concept of global state for a module.
The player's journal contains text output based scripts triggered in the game, such
as an event script for OnAquireltem. The text that appears is defined by the author
in the journal editor. "[I]n general, the state of the plot or quest is measured [by the
player] by its journal entries but is driven by the dialogue spoken by its participants"
[64]. The hierarchical model of conversations and the fact that conversation nodes
drive the state of the game implies that the interactive stories a user may create will
be branching trees, foldback schemes or a combination of the two [26]. Therefore, the
Aurora Toolset should provide support in creating, tracking and visualizing the states
of the branching or foldback storyline. Unfortunately, this is not the case. Within
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Figure 4.13: The journal editor, showing three lines of text that define the output to
be written in the player's journal.
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a module, there is a poor tracking of the state that matches the state of a game or
story. While the states of a storyline are implied by the entries in the journal editor,
these are only used by the Aurora Toolset as text output to the player journal, and
not a means by which the system may utilize the state of a given storyline.

4.11.6

HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES

Important Links between Entities Are Not Visible [12]
Are there places where the user needs to resort to fingers or penciled annotation to
keep track of what's happening? [44]
To compound the problem, in the journal editor, the author does not know which
local variable or scripts trigger each journal update. Other issues involving high
degrees of HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES are:

• Scripts listed in the Module Content Pane are linked to conversation branches,
yet there is no indication from the Module Content Pane as to which conversa
tions they belong. Editing the script directly does not indicate where it is used.
One must open and edit the conversation resource and select each conversation
branch to see the particular script that is attached. Builders must rely upon
their own naming convention for scripts, notes or memory.
• When a builder edits an instance of a creature, there is no indication that the
instance now no longer follows the blueprint for the creature. Conceivably, a
builder could then edit a blueprint and update all instances accordingly, de
stroying previous edits made to instances.
• When dealing with custom resources that exist in multiple modules, there is no
way of seeing which resource is newer or how they differ. Builders must keep
track of differences between custom resources across modules themselves, or run
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the risk of copying over newer ones during import. It is up to the user to make
detailed notes during export in the dialogue box provided.

4.11.7

CLOSENESS OF MAPPING

How closely related is the notation to the entities it is describing? [12]
What 'programming games' need to be learned? [44]
The Neverwinter Nights Aurora Toolset uses a collection of scripts to describe a
creature's behaviour. While editable and configurable, the meaning of the existing
scripts is poorly conveyed by the names of the scripts and their fields. An example
script name for the field, OnHeartbeat, is x2-defJieartbeat. The user must learn from
an outside source what the behaviour scripts do. The user must also learn how to
read, edit and program scripts in order to change the behaviour of their creatures.
As discussed under PROGRESSIVE EVALUATION, four scripts were required to handle
a simple conversation, update the journal and check the inventory for an item. Such
scripting requires a new skill set from creating table-top, pencil and paper role-playing
modules or adventures.

4.12

Analysis

While the notes made at the time of the evaluation were described in relation to
cognitive dimensions (see Appendix A), we present here a table ordered by the sus
pected contributing factors, possible design decisions or feature that led to the issue.
As described in the Procedure, here are the tabled observations encountered during
the study, the dimension that best describes the issue and the contributing factor or
design decision that most likely lead to the issue. The table is sorted by contributing
factor, illustrating how one design decision may impact the user experience in multi
ple ways. For example, the decision to have modules contain resources is the source
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of a number of problems.
Dimension

Dimension

Issue

Description

Level

Thumbnail

or

Contributing

factor,

possible design decision
or feature responsible

VISIBILITY

Low

Poor visual cues to differenti

Code reuse

ate between the edit screen of
an instance and a blueprint

CLOSENESS

Low

OF MAPPING

Must learn to program scripts

Game creation requires pro

to describe new behaviours or

gramming experience

edit existing ones

CLOSENESS

Low

OF MAPPING

Must learn to program scripts

Game creation requires pro

to make non-simple conversa

gramming experience

tions in the game

HIDDEN DE

High

PENDENCIES

HIDDEN DE

High

PENDENCIES

Triggers for journal updates

Haphazard use of scripts

are not seen in the Journal

and variable to track game

Editor

state

Links exist between module

Haphazard use of scripts

scripts and conversation, but

and variable to track game

are buried in conversation

state

trees

HIDDEN DE

High

PENDENCIES

Links exist between module

Haphazard use of scripts

scripts and conversation, but

and variable to track game

are not visible in the Module

state

Content Pane

PROGRESSIVE Low

Can check work, but only

Haphazard use of scripts

EVALUATION

from the beginning.

and variable to track game
state

VISIBILITY

Low

Local variables are not visible

Haphazard use of scripts

or accessible from the main in

and variable to track game

terface.

state
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SECONDARY

High

NOTATION

Comments about an exported

Import / Export feature

resource are only available at
end of import process

VISIBILITY

Low

Cannot view resources inside

Import / Export feature

exported file without import
ing

PREMATURE

High

COMMIT

Must create area before con

Modules contain resources

tent

MENT
PREMATURE

High

COMMIT

Must create a module before

Modules contain resources

content

MENT
PREMATURE

High

COMMIT

Must define area size before

Modules contain resources

creating content

MENT
PREMATURE

High

Must select tile set for an area

Modules contain resources

COMMIT

without being able to preview

MENT

tiles

CONSISTENCY Low

Must explicitly add blueprints

Modules contain resources,

when exporting an area, but

Import / Export

instance in the area are auto
matically added

HIDDEN DE

High

PENDENCIES

System displays no concept

Modules contain resources,

date created or time last

Import / Export

edited for resources

VISCOSITY

High

Many tasks involved in mov

Modules contain resources,

ing resources between mod

Import / Export

ules

CONSISTENCY Low

Undo command does not work

Unconventional

for all tasks

haviour
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CONSISTENCY Low

VISCOSITY

High

Eraser tool does not behave

Unconventional

the same for all tasks

haviour

Resizing the Map contains

Unconventional

many

haviour

overly

complicated

UI

be

UI

be

UI

be

steps

VISIBILITY

Low

Script preview pane is too

Unconventional

small.

haviour

Cannot resize and

must open up editor to view
in larger window

CLOSENESS

Low

OF MAPPING

Meaning of existing behaviour

Use of external resource re

scripts is unknown

quired

Table 4.2: Coded Observational Notes

4.13

Interpretation

From the above table, we see that issues fall into three general categories: poor
behaviour/controls for user interfaces, an expected level of programming skill and,
finally, features that would need to be changed to better support game scripting. One
only needs to look at the behaviours of user interfaces from other popular commercial
products as illustrations for improvement. For example, all panes in Macromedia's
Dreamweaver are resizable. A 6-line preview pane for a program-like script is not
useful, especially if you cannot resize the window. Or have a look at the canvas
resizing controls in Adobe Illustrator. One would expect that the Aurora Toolset
would support such programming-like endeavors, much like an integrated development
environment, a programming tool that combines features such as compiler, editor and
helpful tools to support programming. Instead, we find certain parts of the design the
Aurora Toolset detrimental. Without a central repository for custom resources, world
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builders are forced to resort to their own tracking methods and naming conventions
to organize their custom content. This stems from resources residing in individual
module files and export files.
While definitely not the intent of the designer, module creation in the Aurora
Toolset remains a distant relative from that which takes place in pencil-and-paper, or
table-top role playing games. On paper, module builders can easily borrow resources
from rule books, source material books, online content and their own notes from past
adventures. They can easily test pieces of their creations, like combat encounters,
independent of a module itself. Unfortunately, in the Aurora Toolset, you cannot.
In addition, the overall design of the Aurora Toolset seems to display preconceived
notions of what the tool should be used to create: a module that contains at least one
area, as described previously under PREMATURE COMMITMENT. Recall that an area
represents a place in a module, such as a building or a patch of wilderness. Areas are
places where players explore, battle monsters and overcome obstacles in game-play.
The builder's job is to populate these areas with (hopefully) interesting characters,
buildings, items and encounters, everything with which the players will interact. The
designer's importance placed upon areas implies that exploration should be a major
focus of the games created with the tool. This may not be always desirable.
Yee categorizes the motivations of MMORPG (massive multi-player online roleplaying games) players into the following three categories and ten sub-categories [110]:

• Advancement
— Advancement
— Mechanics
— Competition
• Achievement
— Socializing
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— Relationship
— Teamwork
• Immersion
— Discovery
— Role-play
— Customization
— Escapism
Under Yee's categorization, exploration falls under the sub-category of discovery, a
sub-category of immersion. While many players enjoy exploration, others may be mo
tivated to play more for role-playing elements. Additionally, it is perfectly acceptable
in role-playing games to have adventures that do not rely heavily on maps, instead
concentrating on interactive narrative elements, role-playing scenarios or social inter
actions.
Take live-action role-playing (LARP) games, for example, where the players phys
ically act out most the actions of their characters in an improvisational theatrical
style. The setting for these games can be in private or public locations [90] and do
not necessarily involve exploration and maps. A physical environment or location
becomes the playing area, coined the cage: "An in-game mechanism that prevents
the roles (not the players!) from leaving the game area during a play. Such mech
anism can have a multitude of forms: physical, formal [or] social" [15]. Imaginary
environments can be described or simulated by using dice, cards or improvisation. In
Crawford's words, "Stories take place on stages, not maps" [26].
The most severe shortcoming of the Aurora Toolset revolves around the concept
of game state. Game state is tracked in a combination of variables and programming
scripts and the links between them are hidden and difficult to deduce. The system
itself has little awareness of the state of a story or the game within a module, de
spite the use of branching structure of conversations that lends itself to developing
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branching and foldback schemes.
The consequences are twofold.

First, testing modules may be time-intensive.

While the Aurora Toolset acts as a compiler and allows for testing a module un
der development, one must do so from the beginning of a module. Second, there is no
visualization or support to create branching or foldback storylines, aside from individ
ual branching or foldback conversations. The author is left with the cognitive burden
of building and tracking the game state within a module without much support from
the tool.

4.14

Related Work

The level of programming knowledge required to build modules using Aurora
Toolset is a problem acknowledged and examined by researchers at the University
of Alberta [80, 92, 27]. "Computer games typically have thousands of game objects
need to be scripted" [80].
The main idea behind their work is to reduce programming to four types of scripts
(encounter, behaviour, conversation and plot) and define templates for each. "The
model is pattern template based, allowing designers to quickly build complex behav
iors without doing explicit programming" [92].
Following the ideas behind generative design patterns [20, 38], their research group
created a piece of software, called ScriptEase, as a companion tool to the Neverwinter
Nights Aurora Toolset that generates programming scripts [92]. The program maps
templates from their template library to the programming scripts required by the
game. ScriptEase version 1.8.1, built in 2007, "supports encounter patterns" only [92].
Their behaviour, conversation and plot scripts are under development. It remains to
be seen if these generative design patterns ScriptEase will replace most of the Aurora
Toolset's scripting support, perhaps such that users may only require using the Aurora
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Toolset's area creation tools.

4.15

Future Work

With the release of Neverwinter Nights 2, a similar investigation using the Cogni
tive Dimensions framework could be applied to its toolset to see if similar problems
are encountered, additional programming support was added and to identify possible
workflow issues related to new innovations in game-play and the resulting complexity
in game design.

4.16

Conclusion

We applied the Cognitive Dimensions of Notations framework like a heuristic
evaluation to evaluate the toolset packaged with a successful commercial game. One
evaluator used seven cognitive dimensions and identified twenty-two issues. We pro
duced a table that grouped the issues according to the source of the issue. Such a
table could be used in the re-design of the tool examined or as a reference for future
designs.
Several key observations were gleaned in this study:
• The file system architecture had implications on the design and use of a tool.
For example, encapsulating all resources needed by a module into a single file
made managing custom resources difficult for the user. An editable library for
both default and custom resources is a possible and desirable solution.
• Adventure/module writers for table-top role-playing games are familiar tem
plates for monsters, cities and items. The use of template-like patterns that
generate scripts for encounters, plot, conversations and behaviours appears to
be a logical step in the evolution of game scripting support.
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• The states of a game or storyline within a module were not understood by the
system itself and were hidden from the user in a number of variables, events
and scripts. Implications are:
— Time-consuming development: the toolset was unable to allow testing of
a module at any point of the plot or at a given state, forcing the user
to test a module from the beginning. Given the iterative nature module
building and scripting, this becomes very time consuming for large or very
complicated modules.
- Mismatch between models: There is no visualization, creation or editing
support for branching/foldback storylines or game states within a module.
The toolset falls short in providing this type of support, despite the model
of what the user is expected to create.
While the Aurora Toolset itself is a tool specific to game scripting, there are parts
of the tool that employ a language that is too general, with concepts from program
ming languages and environments. The observations, above, lead us to believe that
replacing these parts with a domain-specific language [95, 30] may provide better
support for scripting interactive narratives. An example of such support would be a
visual language that allows the author to see the structure of the interactive narrative
and how it relates to the structure of the plot and resources used in the game.
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Chapter 5

Observing Professional Game Developers

5.1

Introduction

To futher understand the support needed to script interactive narratives for serious
games, we conducted a study at a professional game development company that
specializes in serious games and training software. In this chapter, we describe an
HCI framework and detail how it was used to conduct the study. Finally, we present
the results from observing employees at the company. We were permitted by the
management of the company to conduct this research and we shared with them the
results. For the purpose of reporting our results, and maintaining anonymity, we will
refer to this company as GameCompany.
We used the Contextual Design framework [9] while observing and interacting
with the employees at GameCompany. The end result included a checklist of observed
issues, ideas for process improvement and design recommendations for internal tools.
An advantage of utilizing this type of framework is that all issues, recommendations
and ideas were based upon observations of employees as they performed their work.
The foci of our observations were the Game Programmer and the Creative Direc
tor, the specialists responsible for the code and narrative, respectively, in the games.
In particular, we were interested in understanding how the Creative Director's work
ended up in the game and what the Game Programmer's role was in narrative script
ing.
84
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Our results include a model of the work, represented by an affinity diagram, and
recommendations for improvements in their process and tools. We also comment on
the use of the contextual design techniques in this endeavor.
The research and findings presented in this chapter served as a pre-test for two
other studies: one conducted by Marty Kauhanen and another by a fellow researcher
in our group (see Chapter 6).

5.2

Research Goal

Through observations and interviews performed at a game development company,
we sought to understand the issues present in game development, provide a list of
recommendations to the company about their processes and ideas for internals tools,
and improve our overall understanding of the game scripting. We sought to achieve
this by forming a model of the work and identifying limitations of the tools and work
process to seed design ideas for future tools for serious game design.

5.3
5.3.1

Contextual Design
Introduction

Contextual Design is a design process that uses customer data to drive the modeling
and design process. First, one seeks to understand the customer, their work and their
intent through inquiry and observation and then it is from this data that various
models are created. The models are consolidated together to create a coherent and
systemic view of the work, including its structure and the artifacts and roles involved.
Key notes taken during the inquiry are coded and used in an inductive process to
create an affinity diagram.
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Not only does a clear understanding of the system of work result from the Con
textual Design process, but design decisions that follow may be based upon the way
customers do their work. In fact, in studying and understanding the work, one may
also find opportunities to identify inefficiencies or even entirely new paradigms. Beyer
and Holtzblatt define Contextual Design as a "process of discovering design implica
tions for redesigning work practice, developing a corporate response and structuring a
system in support of the redesign" [9]. Such an approach fits well with the established
feature-driven design for software, as ideas can feed into the design or help prioritize
feature lists. Design and feature decisions made in this manner are ground in user
data, user intents and an understanding of the structure of the work practices.
The following Contextual Design phases were selected, as they are "good for a
project that is interested primarily in identifying key issues of a product or in a user
population" [48] and thus best fit the scope, resources and purpose of the practical
study.
The phases are:
1. Identify subjects and the work to be observed
2. Contextual Interviews with Interpretation
3. Affinity Diagrams
4. Wall Walk and Visioning
Each of these phases is discussed below, along with the results of each phase.

5.4

Equipment

A digital audio recorder was utilized in this study to capture key parts of the inter
views. Since the contextual interviews took place at the participants' place of work
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and at their work stations, no additional setup or equipment was required.

5.5

Subjects and Workplace

Prior to the interviews themselves, site visits to GameCompany were conducted.
General information was collected about the company and from interview candidates.
The profiles of the company and the two employees selected as subjects are as follows:

GameCompany Profile: An Ottawa-area software development company with
15-20 employees, most of whom have university-level educations. The company cre
ates interactive, serious games for professional skills training, certification and assess
ment. The content of the games includes government and industrial standards and
emergency response plans. The games are Flash-based and some have elements of
assessment included in them.

Creative Director Profile: The roles of this position include creative writer,
member of the creative team, liaison with customers and marketing. Creative Director
is responsible for producing creative content and narrative for the serious games,
providing input for the games and providing direction to the graphic artists. She
sometimes works from home and alternates between a desktop computer and laptop
computer. Creative Director uses Microsoft Word on a regular basis.

Game Programmer Profile: His roles include programmer, technical advisor
to creative team, integrator of game components and researcher and designer of new
components. Game Programmer works primarily at his office space and uses Flash
Developer, oXygen (an XML editor), Open Office and Internet Explorer.
Other members of the development team include: Graphic Designer and Sound
Designer. The Graphic Designer's principle responsibility was to design and create
the visual flash animations for the game. Working closely with the Graphic Designer,
was the Sound Designer, who was responsible for the audio components of the games.
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Their 'creatives' were incorporated by the Game Programmer into the games.

5.6
5.6.1

Results
Pre-Interview Sessions

In the months prior to the taped contextual interviews themselves, there were regular
meetings and site visits performed by our research group to GameCompany to famil
iarize ourselves with their products, workspace and employees. It was during these
meetings that we identified the subjects and the work to be observed. In addition to
the site visits, there was correspondence via email and over the phone to schedule the
interviews.

5.6.2

Contextual Interviews

We met with the each of the two participants to talk about the study, their roles
and backgrounds and about the work that they perform. Parts of the contextual
interviews were audio recorded, including two 2-hour sessions with each participant,
while they performed work pertinent to serious game creation. Each session was on
a separate day, to make sure that we witnessed work pertinent to the study and to
minimize us disturbing their productivity.
The interviewer observed and spoke with Creative Director and Game Program
mer while the subjects performed their work. The interviewer adopted apprentice-like
and recorder roles during the interview. They were permitted to ask many questions
about the work as the work occurred.

5.6.3

Interpretation Notes

Prom the notes taken during the interview and from the transcripts, key interpretation
notes were made. These notes capture key issues about the data and were used to
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build an affinity diagram. The interpretation note is tagged by subject and number.
Here are a few examples of interpretation notes from the interviews with the Creative
Director and some additional explanation for each:
Creative-Director- 32 Edits existing stories in Word (not in XML)
The Creative Director does most of her work in Word. She keeps track of
all characters, their descriptions, actions and dialogue in document files.
Also included in her document files are notes, ideas and other material
that does not necessarily make it into the game itself or even into her final
version of the narrative content. From these document files, she creates
'clean' versions of these files for the Game Programmer to incorporate (re:
cut and paste) into the game file. If an edit needs to be made, she edits
her document file and then passes it on to the Game Programmer.
Creative-Director - 33 Different game methods require different narrative
structures
There are a few different types of games that GameCompany creates,
some more complicated than others. She uses different headers for dif
ferent types of games. This is still far from a template, and more so an
organization practice for herself.
Creative-Director - 34 Subject tries to add story elements into the game
so that it isn't just e-learning.
The creative director always tries to balance fun and interesting dialogue
with the learning requirements.
Creative-Director - 35 Wants to add narrative directly into game by them
selves
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The creative director realizes that it would be easier for everyone if she
could edit the code directly. She does not feel comfortable being creative
and dealing with structured tables, however, and does not want to learn
how to read XML.
And here are some interpretation notes from the interviews with the Game Pro
grammer:
Game_Programmer-07 Keeps hard copies of documentation at desk
The game designer keeps a number of specification documents scattered
around his workspace. They contain notes from meetings. These speci
fications axe also located on a shared drives, but not all the documents
are useful and he wants the ones he needs on hand. He does not like the
quantity of documentation and it is not always relevant or helpful to him.
Game_Programmer-08 Creates low fidelity prototype on paper or white
board
Initial prototypes and game ideas and layouts are drawn on the white
boards located at each desk and in the design team's shared workspace.
Game_Programmer-09 Create high fidelity prototype in Flash
Flash prototypes are made for mini games, or games within a game. These
prototypes usually end up being edited and included as part of the game.
Also present amongst the interpretation notes are special notes that captured
design ideas (denoted by DI in the interpretation notes) that were discussed during
the interviews. For example, when interviewing the Creative Director, the subject
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explained that they would like a way to organize and keep track of the character
names, titles and locations within game levels across multiple games. The following
two design ideas were discussed in the interview:

DI Creative_Director-22 Wants to sort characters names by ethnicity, pop
ularity, and date

DI Creative_Director-21 Database of character names and titles

The Creative Director agreed that a centralized database that contains
character information (name, title, ethnicity, locations within the games,
and personality) would be useful and helpful, as opposed to a multitude
of document files.

Approximately 150 interpretation notes, including 14 initial design ideas, were
taken and used in the creation of an affinity diagram (see Appendix B).

5.6.4

GameCompany's Game Architecture

An internet browser and internet connection is required to play a game. The browser
downloads and runs the game client. The game client loads game files on the fly,
handles the variables and finite state machine, acquires and loads the art, sound and
Flash resources for the game, as defined in the game file. The game client also handles
all other communication to the game server. For some games, this communication
includes tracking and logging the user's performance in the game for assessment
purposes. The game code itself is written in XML (extensible markup language)
[105],
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Figure 5.1: Three pictures of the affinity diagram, one for each inductively created
top-level heading.

5.7

Analysis: the Affinity Diagram

The affinity diagram is an essential step in all the Contextual Design processes. Build
ing an affinity diagram itself is an inductive process of tagging and grouping the in
terpretation notes (including design ideas) by likeness. The like groupings are then
grouped together, inductively, into categories and the categories are grouped until
one arrives at handful of abstract and categorical groupings. The result is a hierar
chical grouping of the interpretation notes that represents the practices of the user
population [48].
Note on Figure 5.1: Our red, orange, and pink notes correspond to the following
colours used in Contextual Design: green, pink and blue, respectively. To avoid
confusion, the results of the affinity diagram below were presented using the same
colors as the sticky notes used in this study. The pink-level labels tell you what is
underneath them, characterizing the work, the users' perspective and any issues that
the design team needs to consider. The orange-level labels may reflect the larger steps
of the process, communication strategies and how the tools are used. The red-level
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labels the central story of the work and are categorical or abstract. It is important
to note that the headings are created using an inductive process [48].
One may read the affinity diagram top-down, however. From our interpretation
notes, we induced three abstract red labels: 'Strategic Creativity', 'Teamwork' and
'A Highly Technical Activity' that capture the essence of the work performed by the
members at GameCompany.
From these three categories we know that serious game creation is an activity that
is highly technical, is a team effort and requires a balancing act between creativity and
learning requirements. The fact that the three green labels capture the essence of the
work gave us confidence in the Contextual Design methodology. The affinity diagram
indeed helps us with the goal of this study, namely, to understand the work. The
orange and pink labels will help us articulate the intents of the developers and, along
with the interpretation notes themselves, provide insights towards recommendations
for tools and aid in their process.
The labels of the affinity diagram, inductively created from the interpretation
notes, are presented below. Please note that 'I' and 'We' in these labels represent the
perspective of the employees interviewed at GameCompany.

• Red: A Highly Technical Activity
— Orange: Programming Is Involved
* Pink: I Don't Like Documentation
* Pink: I Debug
— Orange: The Work Needs To Be Visualized
* Pink: Computers Are Not Always Used
* Pink: The Game Is Layered With Respect To Components And Graph
ics
* Pink: I Want A High Level View Of My Work
— Orange: Existing Tools Have Some Of The Desired Features But Some
Tasks Could Be Automated
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* Pink: Existing Tools Do Some Of The Things I Need To Do My Work
* Pink: I Want To Automate Some Tasks
— Orange: Tools Should Help Component Re-Use
* Pink: I Want Tool To Be Aware Of Resources And Components
* Pink: I Want to Re-Use Components
* Pink: The Type Of Game Determines The Structure Of The Game
• Red: Teamwork
— Orange: Development Is A Team Process
*
*
*
*

Pink:
Pink:
Pink:
Pink:

Communication is Informal
We Work On Games Simultaneously
We Work Collaboratively On All Aspects Of A Game
People Check My Work

— Orange: We Share Our Files
* Pink: We Organize Our Files
* Pink: We Keep Track of Changes
* Pink: I Keep Track of Characters
— Orange: Team Members Have Different Roles
* Pink: Some Work Is Done In Order
* Pink: Work Is Divided
• Red: Strategic Creativity (Balance between Requirements, Learning and Fun)
— Orange: Every Game Has Essential Requirements
* Pink: I Need To Know The Requirements For the Game
* Pink: I Need To Know the Subject Matter
— Orange: Creativity Is Important
* Pink: I Create Characters
* Pink: I Sketch and Save My Ideas
* Pink: I Need To Be Creative
The full affinity diagram, including the yellow interpretation notes, is included in
Appendix B.
From the labels of the affinity diagram, we see the that developing a game is a team
endeavor that relies upon informal communication, shared ideas, shared resources,
coordination, different roles and the need to be organized. The team members work
on their own aspects of a game simultaneously and collaborate often.
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We also learned that a game's interactive narrative is structured and some of
the tasks are not supported in third-party tools, because they don't recognize that
structure. In addition, both the the Creative Director and the Game Programmer
used whiteboards and hand-drawn diagrams to visualize the IN structure.
A gap exists between Word and oXygen, as there is no easy way to insert narrative
into the game. Drawings on whiteboards and paper are used to visualize the states of
the gameplay and the story structure. The final Word file also contains the structure
of the game, using headings and titles as a means of organization.
The Creative Director values creativity and WYSIWYG interface of Word for
writing characters, dialogue and narratives. She stores her creations in various files
and keeps track of her own versions. When it comes time to insert narrative structure
into the game, the Game Programmer manually translates the chapters into code.
Even more cumbersome and time consuming is when dialogue is added. The Game
Programmer must cut-and-paste the Creative Director's text into the XML files.

5.8

Interpretation: Wall Walk and Visioning

A wall walk, also called a data walk, involves going through all the data presented in
the affinity diagram to come up with design ideas. The new design ideas are written
down and posted as new labels on the affinity diagram. Any holes in the diagram
are plugged with more data, written on labels. Wall walking may be the last step in
the Contextual Design process if a given organization has its own design process [48].
Right after the walking exercise, a list of key issues and hot ideas should be made.
A wall walk and visioning session, involving primarily the two observers, resulted
in a list of key considerations and a number of "hot ideas" [48] for design of internal
development tools.
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5.8.1

Key concerns

• Communication between narrative in document files and the XML code is dis
jointed.
• Adding dialogue to the XML code is an iterative and ongoing process.
• Documentation is in multiple locations and in many formats. It is not always
written in a format useful to the Creative Director and the Game Programmer.
• Debugging is time-consuming and a common task. An organized approach and
support is needed.
• Use of 3rd paxty tools is highly prevalent. Current tools do some of the things
that are necessary to get the job done.
• oXygen provides no support in matching tags in the game code to the game
resources, such as sound or art files.
• Balancing creativity and fun with learning requirements is difficult.
• The creative director needs support for managing characters and character in
formation.
• Games of the same type have a common structure. There is a need to visualize
this structure.

5.8.2

Ideas for internal software tools

• A software tool to support the task of transforming documents that contain
characters, dialogue and their actions written by the Creative Director into the
XML game code.
• Changes made to the dialogue through the tool should be automatically updated
in the code, without cut-and-paste procedures.
• A major consideration is that the Creative Director still would like a WYSIWYG
type interface for writing; she does not want to see any code.
• Multiple views in the authoring tool show the desired parts of the code, using
filters, depending on the user's preference. For example, the Creative Director
would see her notes, comments, and the dialogue, whereas a programmer's view
would include code, reference to resources and the like.
• The code is the documentation, as it contains requirements, comments, narra
tive, code and the game logic.
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The tool should also:

• automatically create the required format for the game files, depending on game
type (for example, assessment vs. non-assessment games)
• provide drop-down menus for game resources and links them to XML tags
• provide an editable graphical interface for representing game logic and story
elements

5.9

Conclusion
The above interpretation notes, affinity diagram and interpretations were pre

sented to the company. We suggested prioritizing the key issues and have a laxger
team to perform a wall walk and visioning session, one that includes members of
GameCompany. While we were not present to observe the discussions on how the
company used our results, future site visits to the company would reveal that em
ployees were taking actions to address some of the issues identified in this study.
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Chapter 6

One Year Later at GameCompany

6.1

Introduction

The value of the Contextual Design process, in identifying key issues, is exemplified
through another formal study at the same game company in 2008, a year after the
contextual inquiry was performed. When we returned, we discovered:
• a bug-tracking system in use
• two Word/Excel and XML conversion tools, developed internally, for internal
use
• early design plans for an advanced script generation tool
• an usability specialist on staff
The fact that the company addressed many of the concerns and issues raised
in this study illustrates Contextual Design as a valid research tool for examining,
understanding and improving software development and, specifically, game scripting
and supporting tools.
The item of particular interest was the development of conversion tools to address
the gap between Word and oXygen, between the Creative Director's work and that
of the Game Programmer. Remember the long term goal of GameCompany: to allow
subject matter experts to create games and update game content via authoring tools.
In other words, automating or supporting narrative scripting is an essential step to
realizing this goal.
98
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In this section, we present the results of, a cognitive walkthrough and usability
testing on two internal tools developed by and for employees at GameCompany.

6.2

Background
GameCompany employs an incremental and iterative development cycle. During

the planning and requirement phases, requirements are gathered from the customer,
SMEs are consulted. In the analysis and design phase, user requirements are exam
ined; designs are drafted and reviewed with the customer and SMEs.
The implementation phase involves several people working simultaneously and
incremental integration. The Graphic Designer, Sound Designer, Creative Writer
and Game Programmer all work simultaneously on Flash animations, sounds, nonplayer dialogue and game code, respectively. The Creative Writer is both a different
individual and a different position from the Creative Director, but is also involved in
writing the narrative content for the games.
The Game Programmer would include sounds, Flash and dialogue, as they were
ready, into the game that would appear in successive builds of their game. Some
resources, like scrollbars and dialogue boxes were re-used from previous games. Other
resources, like dialogue scripts, are game specific.
Due to the highly iterative nature of describing non-player characters, actions
player characters and writing dialogue for the game, the process of updating the code
to reflect those changes is a common and regular task. Play-testing was performed
regularly and minor edits were common.
In addition, the games created are serious games, designed for the use as training
aides for government and industry standards. As such, new requirements for dialogue
and descriptions are often found during the testing and evaluation phases of the
iterative process.
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One problem that was captured during the contextual interviews (see Chapter 5)
was a gap in communication between the creative writer and the game designer, in
particular between the Word files that contained the creative writer's work and the
XML code that was the game designer's domain. For the CreativeWriter, it involved
keeping 'clean' versions of the game dialogue and character descriptions that did not
contain notes, comments and ideas that commonly populated her working files (in
Word). For the Game Programmer, it meant adopting a cut-and-paste strategy to
transfer content of document files to the XML game files and managing versions of
document files along with versions of the code.
In the year following the contextual inquiry, software engineers at GameCompany
created two software tools for internal use in an attempt to address the gap between
the creative writer and the game designer. This problem represents an obstacle to
wards achieving their long term goals.

6.3

Goals of GameCompany
A long-term goal of GameCompany is to provide end-user development tools so

that customers could easily create the content for their own games. The gap be
tween the narrative and code was one such problem that needs to be solved in or
der to present a usable content creation, or even a game-creation system, to nonprogrammers.
Management of GameCompany wants to enable people, such as customers and
subject matter experts, who are not familiar with XML, to make game content in
some form that is easily readable and converted into a game file. Their strategy was to
leverage the common familiarity of Microsoft Word and Excel and build two software
tools: one that converts document and spreadsheet files into XML and another that
converts their game XML back into either a document or a spreadsheet.
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The two conversion tools, in the alpha stage of development, were being used
by the game development team to produce both XML based on creative content
documents and document files based on the XML in the data section of their game
code.

An initial cognitive walkthrough, a usability inspection method, performed by
Marty Kauhanen, Minh Tran and Robert Biddle, indicated the need for a usability
study [75, 74, 47]. The cognitive walkthrough revealed that the conversion software
was neither intuitive nor easy to learn and understand. A particularly confusing part
of one program involved creating rules that defined how the document file was to be
converted into XML file.

The employees of GameCompany welcomed the usability study as feedback to help
identify improvements for the next version of these tools and for future tools. At the
time of the visit, the game development team was working on how to best incorporate
these two tools into their design and development cycle and is considering plans to
automate the conversion processes. In addition, they were in the initial planning
stage to develop programming tools that allow editing of the control and consequence
sections of the game script code, in addition to the data section where the converted
dialogue is stored (see next section for description of a game file).

Unfortunately, a stringent non-disclosure agreement with GameCompany pro
hibits screen captures and pictures of these two tools. This is largely due to the
prospect of commercial release and the sale of a version of these tools as generic
XML-to- Word/Excel and vice-versa converters.
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6.4

GameCompany's XML Code

The game code is written in XML that is read by a thin-client game client.The
XML game script itself is divided into five sections: resource, variable, data, con
sequence and control sections. The resource section is where a programmer defines
many of the assets that the game will use, including things like re-usable scrolling
objects and menus, and links to the files that contain graphics and sound. The data
section includes static global variables, like configurations for menus. It also includes a
sub-section for game-specific content, like dialogue and instructions. The data section
is a place that can contain custom-made attributes and elements.
The variable section includes global variables used throughout the game. An
example is a variable that stores the values of multiple choice selections made by the
user, to be used later by to assess the progress or performance of a user. The variable
section also includes global variables used by the game.
The consequence section contains actions that are very much common to most
games, like what happens when a non-player character is clicked on, or actions to
access a menu. The consequence section probably could use a better name, and is
rarely changed by the game programmer. Most actions are re-used between games.
The control section is where the finite state machine of the game is mapped out,
including states, entry conditions, exit conditions, actions, things to execute and
transitions. The control section makes reference to all the variables, resources and
data defined in the other 4 sections. Essentially, the control section is the game. The
game script makes use of indirection and scoping, and an advantage of this script is
that its organization fosters code re-use, especially in the consequence section.
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Figure 6.1: High-level dataflow diagram for converting files using ContentCreator

6.5

The Conversion Tools

The alpha names for the software tools are called ContentCreator and ContentConverter, respectively.

6.5.1

ContentCreator

The main purpose of the ContentCreator is to convert any Word or Excel file into
XML. Through the interface, the user can open a Word or Excel file, designate a
destination XML file, open a rule file and save a configuration of rules. Most of the
user interface is devoted to defining the parsing 'rules' that the program will follow
to convert the file. For example, the ContentCreator expects the document file to
be organized by tables, styles or headings and allows the user to define the structure
of the XML from the cells, style types or heading types. The user can preview the
generated XML from within the program.
This tool is being used by the game development team to generate XML for
character actions and narratives from tabulated Word files, created by a number
of creative writers. Currently, the resulting XML code is copied and pasted into the
game file, by the Game Programmer, at an appropriate time during the build process.
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Figure 6.2: High-level dataflow diagram for converting files using ConteritConverter

6.5.2

ConteritConverter

This companion tool to ContentCreator converts XML back into Word or Excel
documents. It allows users to ignore tags, put styles on tags and make fields read-only.
The intent is to provide the flexibility to show parts of the game script in a format
that is not XML. This tool is used by the game development team to convert XML
game scripts into a readable format, in particular to show actions and narratives to
customers and subject matter experts for editing and approval.

The members of the game design group admitted that this tool, ContentConverter, was easier to use than ContentCreator because knowledge of Word (or Excel)
was expected by the program, as opposed to knowledge of XML. That is, ContentConverter reads in the XML and asks the user to define conversion rules in terms of
commands, styles and terminology used in Microsoft Word.

As a result, we decided to concentrate on the more difficult of the two, Con
tentCreator. We surmised that defining XML rules were much more difficult and
might require additional support.
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6.6

Usability Study of the ContentCreator

6.6.1

Method

A usability study, or usability test, is a structured interview that focuses on specific
features of a given interface or prototype to determine user understanding and to
identify usability problems [58].

6.6.2

Subject and Workplace

Since our last visit, the development team was expanded to include a new member
and role: a UX Specialist. She was available to act as a subject in this study. We
will refer to her as the Story Integrator. She was primarily selected however because
her role evolved to include the time-consuming tasks of converting and incorporating
dialogue into game code using the internal tools.
Story Integrator Profile: This person works at GameCompany as a user experience
(UX) designer and researcher. She works on serious games, web portals and authoring
technology. She also runs usability studies on the games developed by the company.
She is an expert Word user, a beginner with Excel and knows only the basics about
XML. She also occasionally uses internal authoring and conversion tools. While she
does have a UX background, the Story Integrator is the subject of this particular
study not the interviewer.
Other members of the team included: Creative Writer, Game Programmer, Graphic
Designer and Sound Designer.

6.6.3

Procedure

A preliminary interview was held with the Story Integrator to explain the pur
pose and procedure of the study and to gather background information, including a
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description of her role at GameCompany, as presented in her profile. The interview
was semi-structured with introductory questions that lead to deeper discussion.
Following the interview, the Story Integrator was asked to start ContentCreator
and was asked to recall her initial impressions of the software, her current impressions
and any overall thought about software, the layout and focus of attention.
She was then presented with two scenarios of use. The first involved loading a
Word file, defining conversion rules and performing the conversion. Her goal was
to create an XML file with the same format as a sample file. The second scenario
involved saving the conversion rules and applying them to a second XML file.
The subject was asked to work-out-loud (or think-out-loud [62, 19]) to explain
what she was thinking while she performed the tasks.

Scenario 1 Instructions
The instructions given to the participant, for the first scenario, are as follows:
Scenario 1: Your manager contacts you and requests your help in organizing the
company library. To start, you are given a Word document, containing information
about books, by your manager and asked to convert it into an XML file. Your manager
is also kind enough to give you a sample of an XML file, showing you the desired
format for the XML. Your manager also wants you to save the settings so that other
Word documents containing book information can easily be converted in the future.
You are given use ContentCreator to perform these tasks. You will find the Word file,
called Books.doc, in the Scenario1 directory. Please save all your work in the same
directory.
The desired organization, in words, is a library organized by subjects, with each subject
containing books. Each book has the following elements: a type, title, and one or more
authors. Subjects have an attribute called 'code'. Each book has an attribute called
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Library=Company t br ry

subject=Sl
code=MATH
book=bl
id=mi
type=textbook
title=Mathematics ofCard Games

author=EuclidCard
aut hor=Jim gokeretar
Ncte=This book is a really good read, but you should have
knowledge of cardgames.
book=b2
W=m2
type=paperback
titte=The Superhero Statistics Pocke took
auther=Startlee
Note=A mustfor superhero fans.
subject=S2
code=ENGL

book=b3
id=el
type=novel
title=1984

Note=This is my favorite novel because it is creepy
author=George Orwell
book=b4
id=e2
type=rKwel
tttte=TheTime Math e
author=H.G. Wells
Note=8etter than the movie.

Figure 6.3: The text content of the Books.doc file used in Scenario 1
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|» <lft>rary>
j - <subject code = "PHYS">
I
- cbook id=Mpl">
|
<type >Textboook</type>
<T1TLE>Physics for Dummi«s</TITlE >

<author>BHI Nye</a<utbor>
I
j
j
I

t

<author>Isaac Newton</authoi >
</book>
- <tx>ok id="|»2">
<TITLE >The Thermodynamics of C©okii»§</TITLE>
<type>P»perback</type>
<author >6«orfl« Forom*r»</ai thot >

|

</book>

I

</subJect>

!
r

- <subject code="COMPn>
~ <book tci = "cl">
<type>Tr»ining Manual</type>
< TITLE >Oracle 101</TiTLE>

<a»thor>Mr. Delphi</author>
|

</book>

|
</subject>
! </tibrary>

Figure 6.4: The sample XML file used in Scenario 1
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'id'.
This scenario is divided into 4 tasks and multiple sub-tasks:

Task 1 - Load the Word File Start the ContentCreator program Load the Word
file called Books.doc

Task 2 - Set up conversion rules Set up the conversion rules. Feel free to explore
the program, use intermediate steps, preview and save files until you are happy with
the result.

Task 3 - Save conversion rules Once you are happy with the conversion rules,
save the rules so that you may use them later with different files.

Task 4 ~ Save the final

XML file Save the final XML file to the Scenario1

directory.

Scenario 2 Instructions
The instructions given to the participant, for the second scenario, are as follows:
Scenario 2: Your manager sends you a second file, called NewBooks.doc, which is in
the same format as the file in Scenario 1. He wants you to convert this file to XML
in the same format as in the previous scenario. You should use the rule file created
step 3 of Scenario 1.
This scenario is divided into 3 tasks and multiple sub-tasks:

Task 1 - Load the Word File Start the ContentCreator program Load the Word
file called NewBooks.doc, located in the Scenario2 directory.

Task 2 - Load the Rule File Load the rule file created in Scenario 1. If you
completed Scenariol successfully, it should be located in Scenariol directory.

Task 3 - Convert and Save Convert the file and save the xml file in the Scenario2
directory.
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library=New Books

subject=S3
code=MUS!
book=newl
id=mul
type=paperback
tltle=Raise Your Voice
a uthor=JalmeVertdera
Summary=A must for amateur karaoke singers.
subject=S4
code=HIST
boofc=rtew2
id=hl

type=Paperback

tit!e=The FourthTurning - The Winter is Coming
author=straussauthor=Howe
Symmary=This book has a strange theory of cyclic history

Figure 6.5: The text content of NewBooks.doc file used in Scenario 2

Task Performance Key
Each task performed by the subject will be summarized by the following two metrics,
time to complete and correctness [58].

Time to Complete
0 Fail
1 Succeeds very slowly, in a roundabout way
2 Succeeds a little slowly
3 Succeeds quickly

Correctness
0 Fail
1 Many errors
2 Some errors
3 Succeeds quickly
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6.6.4

Equipment

A laptop computer, with Microsoft Office XP and the ContentCreator installed
on it, was used in the testing. The observation session and the resulting conversation
were recorded using a digital audio recorder. Some notes were taken on paper.

6.6.5

Results

We spent two hours observing and talking with the Story Integrator while she
performed a series of typical tasks using alpha version of ContentCreator. She spoke
of her previous experience, including some anecdotes of painpoints encountered when
using the program. While there were no major problems loading .doc files, loading rule
files, viewing the created XML and saving rule files, her anecdotes were supported
by observations during the rule creation process. She employed a trial-and-error
strategy in an attempt to understand the behaviour of various options in rule creation,
switching between views of the XML and the ContentCreator program. After six
attempts, the resulting XML was only similar to the desired result. The program
does have potential, but there are some interface problems that must be addressed
before further usability testing and public consumption.

Interviewer "So, what you're saying is: if you had a real-time preview
pane, some in-program indication of what the rule options did, the non
essential information hidden, then you would think the tool would be more
usable?"
Story Integrator "Yes, I think that it would make a big difference. Hope
fully then I could do the simple things myself".
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6.6.6

Observations and Analysis

Scenario 1
Interview notes from Scenario 1 are available from the author by request.

Task 1- Load Word File in Program
User: Story Integrator
Time to Complete: 3 (Succeeded Quickly)
Errors: 3 (No errors)
Summary: Opens the Word document first to see what type of conversion to perform,
find the delimiting character and check for whitespace. Once this is done, she quickly
and successfully loaded the Word file in ContentCreator.
Observations and Notes:
• She usually opens the Word document to:
— Check for whitespace, as this is known to cause problems or errors with
the conversion tool
— Look for 'delimiter' character and finds that the file was using '=', so you
know what kind of conversion to perform (i.e. tabled, styled or labeled).
• Says she is more comfortable with tables, as that is what they are currently
using.
• She notices that the document file contains extra information than the desired
format requires
• She loads the document in ContentCreator without problem

Task 2 - Set up conversion rules
User: Story Integrator
Time to Complete: 1 (Created a series of rules in a very slow, roundabout way)
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Errors: 1 (Many errors)
Observations and Notes: After six attempts, the user creates an XML file with a
similar, but not exact, format as desired. She used a trial-and-error approach, starting
first with her best guess and then looking at the default output. She then, hesitantly,
made a few changes in the rules, previewing after each, to try to learn the behaviour
of grouping, levels and other rule options.
She expressed a desire to see immediate feedback on what each option and check
box in the rule creation area did. Switching tabs to view the resulting XML between
each incremental change to the rules, however, did not result in the desired under
standing. Alternatively, she suggested that in-program examples or descriptions for
each part of the rule creation.
During this process, the user encountered an error and lost patience, requiring
prompting to continue. The end result (Figure 6.6) was an XML file that was close
to, but not in, the desired format (Figure 6.4).

Task 3- Save conversion rules for later use
User: Story Integrator
Time to Complete: 3 (Succeeded quickly)
Errors: 3 (No errors)
Observations and Notes:
There were no problems encountered with saving a rule file. This task was done
quickly.

Task 4- Convert and Save the File
User: Story Integrator
Time to Complete: 3 (Succeeded quickly)
Errors: 3 (No errors)
Observations and Notes: There were no problems encountered with converting and
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Figure 6.6: Final User Result of Scenario 1: Task 2
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saving the file. The subject recalls that when she converts many files one after another,
she will often forget to change the destination file. Current behaviour is that the
destination file text box remains filled when a new file is loaded. It should be empty
when a new file is loaded.

Scenario 2
Task 1- Load Word File in Program
User: Story Integrator
Time to Complete: 3 (Succeeded Quickly)
Errors: 3 (No errors)
Summary: Opens the Word file without any problems. She does comment that the
program gives little indication that it is doing anything.
Notes and Observations:
• During the loading of a Word document, the status of the program was only
visible right before the program became responsive, but after a long delay.

Task 2 - Load the Rule File
User: Story Integrator
Time to Complete: 3 (Succeeded Quickly)
Errors: 3 (No errors)
Summary: Opens the rule file without any problems. She does comment that the
behaviour of clicking on the empty text box to get a file loading prompt is a little
strange.
Notes and Observations:
Story Integrator: "To me, it doesn't seem obvious that you should be able to click
on that".
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Task 3 - Convert and Save
User: Story Integrator
Time to Complete: 3 (Succeeded Quickly)
Errors: 3 (No errors)
Summary: The file is automatically saved when you click on the Convert XML link.
Notes and Observations:

• Program needs better indication that the act of converting the XML is actually
saving the file.
• Interviewer: "Did you save it?".
• Story Integrator: "It's automatically saved, right?"

6.6.7

Interpretation Notes

• The Story Integrator desired support that includes a real-time preview of the
XML being created as the rule options are selected. The user would like to
see this to the left of the rule selection area. The constant context switching
for even a simple XML file suggests that this information should be present
on the same screen as the rule options. This could be described in terms of
HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES and VISIBILITY. There axe hidden links between the
rule options and the resulting XML and the resulting XML is not visible from
the rule creation screen.
• Alternatively, an in-program indication of what each rule option means may
offer a quick fix. Roll-over tool tips or pop-up links, containing definitions and
examples are an acceptable possibility.
• The entire paradigm suggests some knowledge of XML is required.
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• A re-work the interface for 'grouping' options is required. Changes made by
the program to other rows of rules must be clearly highlighted and visible to
the user. Grouping attributes and grouping XML Tags are two different things,
but are both represented by a checkbox, constituting a high degree of hidden
dependency.

• Non-essential information should be removed or hidden. This includes most of
the left hand links. In addition, most of the left hand links are inconsistently
named with similar functionality elsewhere (i.e. QuickView tab vs. View XML
link). The View XML link is 'hidden' amongst the other rarely used links.

• The destination file textbox remains populated when a new Word file is loaded.
This should be at least blanked out or placed near the View XML button, or
perhaps changed to a Save XML button. As is, the user may accidentally save
over top of a previously converted file.

• Load times for document files are extremely long (3 minutes, 30 seconds for a
30 page file). Conversion times are very short in comparison (a few seconds).
The program has poor indications that the conversion is complete.

• The View XML link should be a button, located in lower, right-hand side of the
screen.

• Change the orange color to something more neutral.

• While not encountered during the session, the program's finicky handling of
whitespace was problematic during the cognitive walkthrough and the dry rim
for the usability testing.
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6.7

Discussion

6.7.1

Usability of Conversion Tools

The lack of support and visualization during rule creation process was the most
problematic issue identified. In general, this is the very feature set that makes this
program a valuable tool. From the observations, the program needs to provide the
information that the user needs to make decisions when building the rules, perhaps in
the form of hover tips and examples. The work practice of the Story Integrator sug
gests that a real-time view of the XML being created would be much more favorable
and helpful to the user.
We see two conflicting requirements for ContentCreator. First, the tool is meant
to be a generic conversion tool, usable for anyone including the game developers
at GameCompany. Unfortunately, the game developers at GameCompany might be
better served by a tool that automatically converts documents to parts of the desired
game XML.
To illustrate, here is a conversation held with the Story Integrator at the end of
the usability testing when she was asked about the process of converting files:
Interviewer: What do you think about this process?
Story Integrator: I think I'm unnecessary. We should provide the SME
and writers templates which, once filled in, are then automatically con
verted and entered into the game.
Interviewer: How long does it take to format a Word file when it is received
by the customer?
Story Integrator: A long time. Sometimes hours and hours. Near the end
of the game lifecycle, this can take the whole day: formatting, converting,
making sure that [the Game Programmer] has the right version.
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The Story Integrator would receive every document file that was passed be
tween the subject matter experts, learning specialists and creative writers. Between
each pass, the Story Integrator would check the format of the document file, correct
any formatting errors and convert the file.
To compensate for the difficulty with setting up rule files using the conversion tool,
the document files were formatted using tables. The right commenting, whitespace
and styles are all required to be a certain way for the established rule file to convert
the document properly. The structure of the tables within the document file ended
up describing the hierarchical format of the XML desired.
Story Integrator: We're lucky our SMEs are really patient. We give them
explicit instructions to only fill out specific cells, not to add whitespace
and to use the comment functionality in Word.
Essentially, the work process has evolved into using templates and not changing
the rule files. Aside from input from the content creators and the subject matter
experts, other information populates these tables, like scores and identification tags
that link these tables to game code.
Story Integrator: If this [information] isn't put into the Word document,
it gets lost throughout the iterations.
When asked how they keep this extra information from being edited or erased,
she replied:
Story Integrator: We now use read-only cells and invisible cells in the
tables
The usability test clearly indicated ways in which the interface for the conversion
tool may be improved. It also indicated that exposing an interface for such conversion
tasks in the process of game scripting may not be the most beneficial solution.
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6.7.2

A Cognitive Ethnographical Study

In a related study [100], Tran performed a cognitive ethnography [108], observing
the development team at GameCompany for a week, capturing 30 hours of audio
recordings of the team's conversations during the tail-end of the development cycle of
a serious game. These observations were also made one year following the contextual
inquiry (see Chapter 5). The layout of their workspace was such that all members
of the development team could see and hear each other from their individual work
stations. Trail sought to describe the team, their environment and work processes
using the Distributed Cognition [49] theoretical framework, Activity Theory [66] and
Cognitive Dimensions of Notations.
From Tran's raw data, we notice that [100]:
• there was one conversation between the Story Integrator and the software de
veloper that designed the conversion tools. The Story Integrator sought help to
use the tool.
• adding dialogue to the XML code is an iterative & incremental process (and
common) process
• the re-design of older games is a common task
• the design current process is incremental and iterative
• They use Subversion to track changes and versions of a game during develop
ment cycle
And that some of Tran's observations directly relate to those key concerns iden
tified by the contextual inquiry (see Table 6.1).
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Key Concern Identified in Con

Observations 1 Year Later

textual Inquiry (see Chapter 5)
Communication between narrative in

the conversion tools are in alpha

document files and the XML code is

stage

disjointed
Adding dialogue to the XML code is

the conversion tools are in alpha

an incremental and common task

stage

Debugging is time-consuming and a

bug bashing is a common task

common task.

An organized ap

proach and support is needed.
Debugging is time-consuming and a

the development team now uses a

common task.

bug tracking system, called Mantis,

An organized ap

proach and support is needed.

to track, manage and report bugs
and usability issues.

Debugging is time-consuming and a

in 30 hours of recorded work, the

common task.

development team collectively made

An organized ap

proach and support is needed.

reference to: Mantis 18 times, Net
work resources, such as shared drives,
37 times.

Use of 3rd party tools is highly preva

oXygen is still used to edit game

lent

XML

oXygen

provides no support

in

matching tags in the game code to

the conversion tools are in alpha
stage

the game resources, such as sound or
art files.
Current 3rd party tools do some of

they are in the initial design phase for

the things that are necessary to get

other tools to support the program

the job done.

mer
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Balancing creativity and fun with

the Creative Director is no longer at

learning requirements is difficult

the company; creative writing tasks
are now divided amongst several in
dividuals, labeled Creative Writers

Table 6.1: Key concerns mapped to observations 1 year later at
GameCompany

Their development process has evolved from purely an iterative process to include
incremental steps, tracked by versions, which may or may not be tested and evaluated
after each increment. User testing for game dialogue and evaluation by SMEs and
customers most often results in iterative changes. It is not trivial to note that it is
these iterative changes, involving dialogue changes, to the game code remain timeconsuming and difficult to perform, even with the alpha conversion tools, while the
introduction of bug-tracking systems and version controls have streamlined other
parts of their overall process.

6.8

Conclusion
The GameCompany realized the need for support tools for creating and updat

ing game content, in particular dialogue. Unfortunately, the use of generic tools for
converting Word documents to XML (and back) proves somewhat problematic with
respect to game scripting. There is still a requirement to understand XML code and
the structure of the game code and to map the narrative structure to the game XML.
This provides evidence that a domain-specific language and support, with automatic
mappings to game code, is more suitable (see Advantages of Domain Specific Lan
guages in Section 2.7). The game programmers and the content creators want to
visualize the structure of the game and have an easy way of updating the narrative.
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In the next chapter, we will present what we learned is needed to support narrative
scripting.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1

Summary

In this thesis we have addressed the issue of support for scripting interactive narratives
for serious games.
In Chapter 3, we examined interactive narrative systems and techniques revealing
the support required for interactive narrative scripting. In particular, the focus was
on supporting non-programmers and, from the results, we proposed the basis of a
pattern language for support.
In Chapter 4, we described how we used Cognitive Dimensions of Notations frame
work to conduct a study of a commercial toolset for game creation. We identified
weaknesses of an interactive narrative system imbedded within an existing game and
the supporting authoring tool. In particular, the commercial toolset lacked a mean
ingful way of showing and organizing story structure and presenting story-related
variables. Instead, the user was forced to keep track of these things across file struc
tures, modules and inside of hidden programmatic scripts.
In Chapter 5, we described how we used principles of Contextual Design to conduct
a study that observed both the game programmer and the creative writer as they did
their work at a professional serious game company. We showed that, in practice,
scripting a serious game is an iterative process and that this process relies heavily
upon the input of specialists to produce the game. In particular, the creative writer
relied heavily upon the game programmer to integrate story content into the game.
124
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This type of tag-team seemed to be the assumed norm in professional game creation,
both in practice and in the literature.
In Chapter 6, we illustrated how integration tools need to relate to the domain.
We conducted studies, performing both a cognitive walkthrough and a usability study,
to examine the tools used for integration at GameCompany. We found that the use of
generic third-party tools and generic internal tools were still not sufficient in support
ing rapid and seamless integration of narrative content into the games. Integration
remained a hands-on and time-consuming task for the professionals involved. It also
still required a specialist who was not the creative writer. The frequency of integration
made this a major pain-point.
Overall, we studied the topic of interactive narratives from four perspectives: 1)
the literature, 2) IN tools and a commercial game development tool, 3) professionals
at work and 4) the tools they developed to support their work. From each study, we
came to broadly similar conclusions.

7.2

A model for supporting serious game scripting

Based on our research, we present our model of support for scripting interactive
narratives of serious games:
1. PROVIDE AUTHORS WITH A TOOL THAT PRIMARILY SUPPORTS INTERACTIVE
NARRATIVES

2. SUPPORT STORY BUILDING AND VISUALIZATION IN THE TOOL
3. SUPPORT FREQUENT UPDATES AND TESTING OF THE STORY DURING CRE
ATION

4. SUPPORT AUTOMATIC INTEGRATION OF THE NARRATIVE
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7.2.1

PROVIDE AUTHORS WITH AN INTERACTIVE NARRATIVE TOOL

The patterns in Chapter 3 describe what authors need to create interactive narratives.
First off, they either need a game system that has an authoring tool that is an
interactive narrative system, like Inform 7, or that supports interactive narratives
within a game, much like what the Neverwinter Nights Aurora Toolset attempts to
support. In the latter system, the author can leverage the game resources, map
creators and graphic elements to create a game and both dialogue and journal editors
to create the interactive narrative components. Within the tool itself, a creative
writer needs to be able to access, organize, and share both default and custom game
resources. A creative writier also needs to work with terminology and concepts that
are closer to those used in stories and creative writing than that of programming
languages.

7.2.2

SUPPORT STORY BUILDING AND VISUALIZATION IN THE TOOL

While stories have structure, creative writers need the structure to be part of the
creative process and not forced upon them. The structure of the story needs to be
highly visible and not buried across files, resources and hidden variables, as seen
in Chapter 4. With respect to the dialogue in the game, the creative writer at
GameCompany appreciated the freeform nature of a WYSIWYG editor (see Chapter
5). The act of creative writing is dynamic. In other words, the creative writer
goes through many drafts that may include ancilliary material. While writing a
particular draft, the writer types and erases often. Freeform support addresses the
dynamic nature of writing interactive narratives and the creative writers are used
to WYSIWYG editors like Word. However, as the narrative evolved during design
and development, it took the form of a structured document that used tables and
headings to capture chapters, characters and descriptions. The structure was used to
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allow for conversion into game code (see Chapter 6).
An interactive narrative authoring tool should support the Creative Writer by
providing a freeform editor that allows dialogue arid story structures to be added,
edited and linked together in any order. The dialogue editor itself should follow a
WYSIWYG paradigm.
The author should be provided a view of the overall narrative structure and, from
that view, should be able understand and walk through the many story paths in of a
branching story lines.

7.2.3

SUPPORT FREQUENT UPDATES AND TESTING

In chapters 3 through 6, we illustrate the need to allow the story writer to test and
play through the story and parts of the story throughout the scripting process. The
story writer should not have to play through the entire story from the beginning to
test a particular part of the story. Initially, we captured the need for this type of
support in the pattern READ IT BACK TO ME but it was also encountered in the
study of the Aurora Toolset and during our visits to GameCompany. The ability to
play through the narrative at any point during development is required to support
the narrative development itself, with the added benefit of catching bugs earlier on
in the development process, thus reducing overall cost of development.
A narrative scripting tool should provide the creative writer with the ability to
play-test a part of the interactive story at a user-defined starting-point through to a
desired end-point. If the interactive narrative system is embedded, like in the Aurora
Toolset, then this support could take the form of a lightweight play-test, whereby
only the narrative components could be stepped through and previewed, independent
of loading graphics and virtual worlds. This would allow for frequent iterations of
scripting and testing, while reducing required system resources required to play-test.
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In addition, this approach would remove the need to integrate in order to play-test.

7.2.4

SUPPORT AUTOMATIC INTEGRATION OF THE NARRATIVE

Integration support is essential to removing the creative writer's dependency on the
game programmer, as we encountered in the literature and illustrated in Chapter 5
and Chapter 6.
The Word documents that were converted into XML using the conversion tools,
did contain a tabular structure in which the dialogue was organized. However, this
structure was more of a construct to make the conversion process, using the conversion
tools, easier. We believe that if the narrative content took a structure of a story, the
structure would feel more natural to the creative writer. Ideally, the integration
support would map the story structure and narrative content to the underlying game
logic and code. No special formatting and conversion would need to be performed
by the game programmer or integration specialist, as it would be automated by the
authoring tool.

7.3

Our Contributions

Given the unique requirements and goals of serious games and their potential growth
and ability to support persuasion and learning, we set out to understand the support
required to script serious games, in particular interactive narratives for serious games.
To this end, we performed the following work:
• We conducted research in narrative scripting tools and techniques and presented
our findings in the form of patterns, organized in a pattern language, for support
of game scripting.
• We employed and combined two techniques in HCI to conduct a study of a
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commercial game development tool that contained an embedded interactive
narrative system. Our contributions included a novel way of codifying the
interpretation notes. We found that the presentation and visualization of story
structure was poor throughout the tool, even though it was specific to the
domain of game creation.
• We employed a third technique in HCI to conduct a study of professional game
developers of serious games. We observed that game development was a highly
iterative process and that creative writers relied heavily upon game program
mers to integrate dialogue and stories into the game. Generic third-party tools
did not support easy play testing and integration.
• Two more HCI techniques were utilized to examine the tools developed by and
for professional game developers to automate integration tasks a year after the
first study at GameCompany. We found that the generic design of the tool still
required the knowledge of specialists for integration.
Together, what we learned in the studies form a model of support for scripting
interactive narratives of serious games, to be used as a guide for future research.
In addition to conducting the above research, we supported the general research
efforts towards the ORNEC-funded project entitled End-User Scripting for Online
Training by interacting often with members of GameCompany, presented our initial
findings to employees GameCompany and aided in the codification and analysis of
Tran's ethnographic study.

7.4

Future Work

Our emphasis in this thesis was to employ HCI techniques to explore what is necessary
to support scripting of interactive narratives for seriuos games. We suggest that the
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most important next steps in the research involve investigation and work in two areas,
as described below.

7.4.1

Map to an Underlying Model

To achieve the automatic code generation and the play-test anytime requirements,
we will have to map the story structures directly to state machines or Petri Nets.
In other words, in the least, we need an underlying model that can represent states,
transitions and actions. We also might want to consider variants like PN-model
or concurrent hierarchical state machines (CHSM) [59] for hierarchical organization
and concurrency. A tool might allow for output to multiple models, depending on
the story structures created by the user, or to a custom code structure, like the
proprietary game files of GameCompany.

7.4.2

Design Story-Specific Conversion Tools

Another area of future work is to create a conversion tool that is story-specific, that
allows for virtual preview of the interactive narrative and that automates conversion
into XML. This tool could take the form of a Macro-enabled Word document to
leverage the WYSIWYG user interface that is preferred by the creative writers. We
saw in Chapter 5 that creative writers want to work with text in an unstructured way
and iterate to a game structure.
Qualitative user-testing on low-fi prototypes and mock-ups should be performed
to ensure that the tool resonates with would-be story writers. The creative process is
subtle and highly iterative and the story writers are so heavily invested in the craft of
creative writing that we want to take special care by creating mock-ups and gathering
feedback. Ideally, this user research would be followed by a high-fi prototype that
consisted of a UI that allows stories with simple story elements to be created. Ideally,
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subjects for these studies would include non-programmers. They might also include
GameCompany's clients, potential clients and those whom are the subject matter
experts in government and industry, teachers and students from middle schools to
universities.
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Appendix A

Observations from Cognitive Dimensions Analysis of the

Aurora Toolset

Below is a table showing the summarized, uncoded, results of the Cognitive Dimen
sions analysis of the Aurora Toolset. The table is ordered by dimension.
Dimension

Dimension

Issue Description or Thumbnail

Level

CLOSENESS OF MAPPING

Low

Meaning of existing behaviour scripts is
unknown

CLOSENESS OF MAPPING

Low

Must learn to program scripts to describe
new behaviours or edit existing ones

CLOSENESS OF MAPPING

Low

Must learn to program scripts to make
non-simple conversations in the game

CONSISTENCY

Must explicitly add blueprints when ex

Low

porting an area, but instance in the area
are automatically added

CONSISTENCY

Undo command does not work for all

Low

tasks

CONSISTENCY

Eraser tool does not behave the same for

Low

all tasks

HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES

Triggers for journal updates are not seen

High

in the Journal Editor

HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES

Links exist between module scripts and

High

conversation, but are buried in conversa
tion trees

132
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HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES

High

Links exist between module scripts and
conversation, but are not visible in the
Module Content Pane

HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES

High

System displays no concept date created
or time last edited for resources

PREMATURE

COMMIT

High

Must create area before content

COMMIT

High

Must create a module before content

COMMIT

High

Must define area size before creating con

MENT
PREMATURE
MENT
PREMATURE
MENT
PREMATURE

tent

COMMIT

High

MENT
PROGRESSIVE

Must select tile set for an area without
being able to preview tiles

EVALUA

Low

TION
SECONDARY NOTATION

Can check work, but only from the begin
ning

High

Comments about an exported resource
are only available at end of import pro
cess

VISCOSITY

High

Resizing the Map contains many overly
complicated steps

VISCOSITY

High

Many tasks involved in moving resources
between modules

VISIBILITY

Low

Cannot view resources inside exported file
without importing

VISIBILITY

Low

Poor visual cues to differentiate between
the edit screen of an instance and a
blueprint

VISIBILITY

Low

Local variables are not visible or accessi
ble from the main interface
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VISIBILITY

Low

Script preview pane is too small. Cannot
resize and must open up editor to view in
larger window

Table A.l: Uncoded Observational Notes
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Appendix B

Full Affinity Diagram

Below is the affinity diagram that includes all the interpretation notes from which
it was inductively built. These notes consist of the important observations made
during the contextual inquiries with employees at an Ottawa-area gaming company.
• Red: A Highly Technical Activity
— Orange: Programming Is Involved
* Pink: I Don't Like Documentation
• Game-Programmer-14 Revision notes are not used
• Game-Programmer-15 Does not document small changes in com
ponents
• Game_Programmer-21 Lacks incentive to document work
* Pink: I Debug
• Game_Programmer-53 Adds comment output to game to test if
component is loading properly
• Game_Programmer-33 Debugs in Flash
• Game_Programmer-47 Uses action script comments to help debug
• Game_Programmer-32 Tests to see if components are properly in
tegrated by compiling and running
• Game_Programmer-30 Debugs XML components after it is inte
grated
• Game_Programmer-46 Flash output window displays too much ir
relevant output
135
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- Orange: The Work Needs To Be Visualized
* Pink: Computers Are Not Always Used
• Creative-Director-53 Prefers hardcopies because it is easier to flip
through paper than to scroll electronic files
• Creative-Director-54 Softcopy (i.e. typing) usually saved for final
edits only
• Creative_Director-08 Uses whiteboard to write training manual ti
tles to keep track of what needs to be covered
• Creative_Director-36 Hard copy is printed along soft copy
• Game_Programmer-07 Keeps hard copies of documentation at desk
• Game_Programmer-08 Creates low fidelity prototype on paper or
whiteboard
• Game_Programmer-43 Game overview displayed in black book,
whiteboard and memory
• Game_Programmer-72 Draws FSM in notebook
* Pink: The Game Is Layered With Respect To Components And Graph
ics
• Game_Programmer-58 There is no view of component depths
• Game_Programmer-59 Scroller depth must be below other inter
action components
• DI Game_Programmer-51 Resources depth should be more visible
in code view
• Game_Programmer-60 Depths are set by a semi-arbitrary system
• Game_Programmer-61 Checking if depth is right requires playing
the game
* Pink: I Want A High Level View Of My Work
• DI Creative_Director-30 Allow section of story that are committed
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to be views separately
• Game_Programmer-45 Uses xml comments to separate group in
xml
• Game_Programmer-44 Oxygen does not put text of XML com
ments in tree view
• Game_Programmer-42 Single monitor used solely for code devel
opment (said he'd like two monitors)
— Orange: Existing Tools Have Some Of The Desired Features But Some
Tasks Could Be Automated
* Pink: Existing Tools Do Some Of The Things I Need To Do My Work
• Game_Programmer-02 He uses flash and oxygen simultaneously
• Game_Programmer-02 He uses flash and oxygen simultaneously
• Game-Programmer-12 Edits XML in Oxygen
• Game_Programmer-04 Views documents in Word
• Creative-Director- 32 Edits existing stories in Word (not in XML)
• Game-Programmer-11 Edits action script in Flash Developer
• Game_Programmer-62 Uses OpenOffice to view documents
• Game_Programmer-01 He integrates graphics, narratives and game
logic
• Game_Programmer-18 He prefers oxygen features
• Game_Programmer-57 He works between Flash and Oxygen
• Creative-Director-14 Scenario Vaults are ideally created in Word
because of unlimited spacing and easy formatting
• Game_Programmer-75 He likes Oxygen (tree view, dbl click on
node to expand, copy/paste nodes, attribute preview in tree, auto
complete, knows XML structure)
• Creative-Director-01 She works with MS word
• Game_Programmer-09 Create high fidelity prototype in flash
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• Creative_Director-25 Creative-Director likes MS Words for editing,
WYSIWYG, spell-check, unlimited space
• Game_Programmer-52 Oxygen learns XML structure; saves typing
* Pink: I Want To Automate Some Tasks
• DI Game_Programmer-80 Tool can translate story narrative into
XML
• DI Game_Programmer-81 FSM diagram needs a way to be vali
dated
• Game_Programmer-73 FSM diagram gets translated into XML
• DI Game_Programmer-74 Tool to translate FSM diagram into
XML
• Creative_Director-35 Wants to add narrative directly into game
herself
— Orange: Tools Should Help Component Re-Use
* Pink: I Want Tool To Be Aware Of Resources And Components
• DI Game_Programmer-67 Program does not know which section
needs editing
• DI Game_Programmer-68 An "insert component" feature would
help set configuration and set IDs
• DI Game_Programmer-69 Tool should know games assets (compo
nents, graphics, and code)
• Game_Programmer-66 Adding new components requires edits to
core XML in several places
• DI Game_Programmer-20 Wants XML editor to know component
XML structure
• Game_Programmer-54 Looks up function names in other files then
copies into core XML
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• DI Game_Programmer-19 Wants Oxygen to memorize config op
tions
• DI Game_Programmer-49 Tool should force unique values for cer
tain attributes that require unique values
• Game_Prograrnmer-17 Views each component before using
• Game_Programmer-31 Copy and pasts XML components into core
XML
• Game_Programmer-55 Oxygen does not know available compo
nents
• Game_Programmer-48 Action script comments must be turned off
manually
• Game_Programmer-56 Oxygen does not know component config
uration
* Pink: I Want to Re-Use Components
• Game_Programmer-76 Distil has 12 components
• Creative_Director-26 CreativeJDirector uses common layout for
story skeleton
• Game-Programmer-13 Reuses game component
• Game_Programmer-78 Code can be attached to graphics
• GameJProgrammer-29 Modifies component XML to fit into core
game
• Game_Programmer-23 Uses components created by others
• Game_Programmer-22 Uses test XML to see how XML works
• Game_Programmer-28 Opens component code to see how compo
nent is loaded
• Game_Programmer-65 Takes graphics from a main Flash graphic
file, copies them into new flash
• Game_Programmer- 50 Checks all associated sections of core XML
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when component is added
* Pink: The Type Of Game Determines The Structure Of The Game
• Creative_Director-42 Essential games are structured by opportu
nity, options and consequences
• Creative_Director-43 Response ready type games are a "matching
game"
• Creative_Director-44 Interaction Assessor is question and answer
• DI Creative_Director-31 Tool should allow different / news types
of games
• Creative_Director-33 Different game methods require different nar
rative structures

• Red: Teamwork
— Orange: Development Is A Team Process
* Pink: Communication is Informal
• Game-Programmer-71 Continual communication about game di
rection throughout development
• Game_Programmer-63 Talks to Steph about game world compo
nents and graphics
• Creative_Director-48 Art directions is created in same process as
narrative (they axe created together)
• Creative_Director-29 Communicates with artists informally (email,
face-to-face)
• Game_Programmer-05 Rarely uses design document
• Creative_Director-49 Emails can be used to send sections of nar
ratives
* Pink: We Work On Games Simultaneously
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• Creative_Director-28 Rough drafts are used by artists and pro
grammers to get a head start on development
• Game_Programmer-25 Uses placeholder art if none is available
• Game_Programmer-26 May integrate flask components before nar
rative and art is available
* Pink: We Work Collaboratively On All Aspects Of A Game
• Creative_Director-39 U04 - Product Manager marks up hard copy
with comments requirements/customer requests
• Creative_Director-58 Art direction is collaborated with others
• Creative_Director-27 U04 - Product Manager and U03 - DESIGNER
contribute to story skeleton with requirements and assessment
weights
• Creative_Director-24 Narrative is reviewed to see if they meet
learning requirements
* Pink: People Check My Work
• Creative_Director-41 All edits reviewed by U03 - DESIGNER
• Creative_Director-37 Annotations/comments are marked on hard
copies
• Creative_Director-40 Has to make sense of other people comments
— Orange: We Share Our Files
* Pink: We Organize Our Files
• Game_Programmer-39 Has expectation of where files should be
• Creative_Director-45 1 electronic file for each story
• Game_Programmer-36 Subdirectories are organized according to
game structure / levels
• Game_Programmer-34 Resources in wrong directory will produce
errors
• Game_Programmer-27 Create swf file and places them into game
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(file) directories
• Game_Programmer-35 Component files axe organized into subdi
rectories
• Game_Programmer-03 He retrieves documentation from shared
network folder
• Creative_Director-50 Older games do not have one single file with
all narratives
• Game_Programmer-37 Browses for missing files manually
• Creative-Director-51 Narrative text can be in various files (emails,
MS Word and XML)
* Pink: We Keep Track of Changes
• Creative_Director-52 Highlighted text means final versions
• Game_Programmer-79 Graphics should not be modified if it con
tains code
* Pink: I Keep Track of Characters
• Creative_Director-20 Prefers names and titles are not duplicated
across and within games
• DI Creative_Director-21 Database of used names and titles
• DI Creative_Director-22 Sort characters names by ethnicity, pop
ularity, and date
• Game_Programmer-40 Black book keeps record of characters by
game level
• Game_Programmer-41 Uses game design to know about characters
and their locations
— Orange: Team Members Have Different Roles
* Pink: Some Work Is Done In Order
• Creative-Director-16 Creates story skeleton from scenario vault
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and narrative summary
• Creative-Director-17 Story skeleton includes details about "oppor
tunities" (interactive hotspots)
• Game-Programmer-77 Game structure created from story narra
tive document
• Game_Programmer-24 Gets narratives from Creative-Director
* Pink: Work Is Divided
• Creative_Director-02 Edits story narrative
• Game-Programmer-10 Retrieves final prototype from shared drive
• Game_Programmer-16 Writes components
• Red: Strategic Creativity (Balance between Requirements, Learning and Fun)
— Orange: Every Game Has Essential Requirements
* Pink: I Need To Know The Requirements For the Game
• Creative-Director-12 Determines what needs to be learned (breadth
and depth of content)
• Creative_Director-38 U03 - DESIGNER marks up hardcopy with
comments for scoring/requirements
• Creative_Director-15 Creates company profiles to determine con
tent (knowledge about company determines how material is con
veyed)
• Game_Programmer-06 He knows design specification from face-toface meetings
• Game_Programmer-70 Decides if new components need to be cre
ated

* Pink: I Need To Know the Subject Matter
• Creative_Director-10 Talks to SME's by telephone to get training
scenarios, policies and real-world examples
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• Creative_Director-ll SME and Creative_Director discuss narrative
summary
• Creative_Director-13 SME input can be used to create scenario
• Creative_Director-03 Learns about target audience from U04 Product Manager via face-to-face meeting or documentation
• Creative_Director-04 Becomes familiar with training material
— Orange: Creativity Is Important
* Pink: I Create Characters
• Creative_Director-55 She decides where NPCs are placed in game
• Creative_Director-56 She decides what NPCs look like
• Creative_Director-57 She decides NPC behavior/demeanor
• Creative_Director-18 Determines names by browsing internet (school
class lists)
• Creative-Director-19 Determines job titles by browsing internet
* Pink: I Sketch and Save My Ideas
• Creative_Director-46 Unused narrative are not deleted
• Creative_Director-47 Unused narratives are copied to a "scrap file"
(electronic)
• Creative_Director-05 Dumps ideas into Word documents with short
hand
• Creative_Director-06 'Scenario Vault' is a collection of potential
game scenarios (like an electronic sketch pad)
• Creative _Director-07 Visually scanning scenario vault helps inspire
ideas or refreshes old ideas
* Pink: I Need To Be Creative
• Creative_Director-23 Does not use checklist to satisfy requirements.
Checklists are not "organic"
• Creative_Director-34 She tries to add story elements into the game
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so that it isn't just e-learning
Creative_Director-09 'Strategic creativity' is key; being creative,
yet satisfying learning requirements
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